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Abstract
The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) algorithm performs a brute force solution of discretized versions of Maxwell's equations of classical electromagnetics for
the purpose of examining electromagnetic phenomena in realistic situations. The algorithm is second order accurate in its derivation, however certain model geometries
exhibit spatial field behaviour that changes much faster than this implied secondorder approximation.

In particular, sharp metal edges have a field singularity at

the edge due to electrical charge being compressed into asmall space. Thus, analysis of these types of sharp edged metal structures is inaccurately represented in
typical FDTD formulations. Several techniques have been proposed to make use of
the knowledge of this singular field for enhancement of FDTD simulation accuracy,
however all of these treatment methods make an assumption with regards to the direction in which the edge runs through the FDTD mesh. Some techniques assume a
cartesian metal edge coincident with the FDTD mesh, while other techniques assume
aperfectly diagonal edge with respect to the mesh. A new technique is presented
in this thesis, in an attempt to model metal structures which have sharp edges that
are not aligned with the cartesian FDTD mesh. Numerical tests on several different structures containing sharp metal edges have been performed and it has been
determined that this new technique is not particularly effective in simulating 3D
geometries, however, the approximation introduced can be used to increase accuracy
of certain 2D geometries.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The advent of telecommunications has brought aprofound change to the structure
and pacing of modern human society. These technologies have effectively brought
man out of aworld based on physical presence and physical movement of information,
with information being our species' defining asset, into a world where information
and access to information has become a commodity for many. It could be argued
that these communication tools are what make us 'modern' human beings. Improved
telecommunications technologies have also brought ahost of secondary effects that
have and will continue to radically change the perspective from which mankind
views and interacts with the universe. The phenomenon of science and technology
building upon itself continuously over time is one of our crowning achievements as
aspecies, and will continue to alter who we are, whether we are aware of it or not.
Telecommunications will further enable this spreading of culture and science and will
continue to be one of the more vibrant technological fields for the foreseeable future.
The invention, in 1895 by Guglielmo Marconi, of radio communication is arguably
one of the more significant developments in the history of technology. Man was no
longer limited by the speed of horse or train, or the physical cost of laying copper
wires to move signals.

His communication was now limited only by the speed of

light and required no electrical wire connection between the communicators. The
further development of radar technology was yet another example of applied electromagnetics at work, and its development further increased humankind's knowledge
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of the processes by which information-bearing signals could be transmitted and recieved through the air. As of late, cellular phone technology has literally exploded
onto the scene, while we have also recently used our knowledge of electromagnetics
to communicate with devices exploring outer space and other planets in our solar
system, in effect extending our eyes and hands into new locations. We also 'catch'
electromagnetic signals from the stars and analyze electromagnetic signals made or
reflected by our bodies in efforts to both understand our place in the universe and
ourselves much more effectively than ever before. The concept of information travelling through the spaces inside and around us is relatively unsurprising to many
people.
This reliance on electromagnetics as a resource that we can use to expand our
senses in such ways has come along way since the discovery of amagnetized piece of
rock. Communications technology is the focus here, and in particular, the technology
which guides electromagnetic waves with frequencies in the range 0.5

-

300 GHz. The

corresponding wavelength of these kinds of electromagnetic waves ranges from 50cm
to 1mm. This is the so-called microwave region. The transparent nature with which
we can use a cell phone to accomplish such amazing feats as talking to a friend
who is in a location we could not possibly guess them to be at is atribute to the
cellular phone's complex design. This complexity resides in both the computational
aspects of these devices as well as the microwave circuitry residing within them. It is
this microwave technology, namely the antenna system and associated waveguiding
circuitry which allows these devices to communicate with the cellular base station,
and hence the telephone communications network, in the first place.

3
1.1

Motivation

The modern cellular telephone manipulates electromagnetic fields to perform very
specific functions.

Electromagnetic fields themselves behave mathematically and

these complex devices are designed using mathematical techniques. As well, the vast
increase in general purpose computing power has allowed an increased ability to apply computational resources to solve difficult mathematical problems. Consequently,
electromagnetic device design methods have benefited greatly from the use of these
computational resources, particularly in the design of new microwave and optical
components for usage in the telecommunications industry. Some examples of techniques used to model electromagnetic fields are the Finite Element Method (FEM)
method, the Finite Volume Method (FVM), the Method of Moments (MOM) technique, and the algorithm that this report focuses on, the Finite Difference Time
Domain (FDTD) method. FDTD is a "brute-force" solution of Maxwell's equations
describing electromagnetics. The technique has matured considerably in the past
number of years, and is now used extensively in solving many different types of
electromagnetic field interaction problems.
FDTD's primary strength is its ability to model a large variety of geometries
and material types.

Due to this, it has been used to analyse problems ranging

from Radar Cross Section (RCS) to Specific Absorbtion Rate (SAR) calculations.
A good example of a SAR experiment is shown in Figure 1.1.

The purpose of

the experiment is to determine the amount of energy transmitted from the cellular
phone's antenna into the tissues of the user's head. FDTD can simulate geometries
containing both metal and dielectric objects and FDTD is also particularly effective
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Figure 1.1: The cell phone and the biological tissues are both modelled onto the
cartesian grid containing electric and magnetic field components.
in those situations where the wavelength of the electromagnetic field is quite small,
owing to the fact that the algorithm's time-evolution is limited by the size of the mesh
upon which the geometry is modelled, and this mesh density is further limited by the
wavelength of the phenomenon observed in the simulation. As such, FDTD has been
used to model many different optical and microwave devices, including optical fibers,
amplifiers, junctions, resonators, antennas, and many other devices. As well, FDTD
has been used in the analysis of RCS patterns for military applications.

FDTD

has also been used to model microwave circuitry of many kinds. It has also been
applied to quasi-static problems such as Electro- Magnetics (EM) radiation dosimetry
in humans due to (or resulting from) live power line fields.
This report will be focusing on the class of microwave structures that contain
layered planar conductors. This includes microstrip waveguide and microstrip patch
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Metal Ground Plane

Dielectric Substrate

Figure 1.2: A microstrip structure.

Electric Field Lines

Figure 1.3: The approximate field distribution in apatch region. Fields are contained
mostly within the dielectric, but also come out into the air near the edges.
antenna structures. An example of amicrostrip structure is given in Figure 1.2. The
'strip' is athin layer of metal over adielectric of larger thickness that is all situated
above a metal ground plane. Any fields in the dielectric are confined to the region
between the metal strip and the metal ground plane. If the fields resonate within this
'cavity', we might have an antenna or afilter, alternately, the fields might be guided,
forming a circuit or network component. The distribution of the electric field in a
typical microstrip waveguide, is shown in Figure 1.3. The dominant part of the energy
is transmitted, however there is also avery strong concentration of the Electric fields
at the edges of the microstrip, as shown in the figure. These strong fields contribute
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to a'fringing' effect which effectively alters the geometry of the structure, making it
behave as though it is wider than its actual physical dimensions. These fringe fields
are mainly caused by the sharpness of the edges delineating the geometry of the
strip, and they influence the electromagnetic behaviour of the structure to acertain
degree.

When analysis of such structures is being done, whether analytically or

numerically, these fringing fields must be taken into account, for the sake of accurate
representation.
Observe the case of the dominant low order resonant mode of arectangular patch
antenna which depends on the length of the patch. This resonant mode frequency
is the frequency at which the antenna can receive or transmit information the most
efficiently, and hence the frequency at which one would want aparticular antenna to
operate. This frequency is acharacteristic of the dielectric material in the patch, the
separation between the patch and the ground-plane, and in particular, the dimensions
of the patch. A simplified model of an antenna can be built whereby the entire field
is assumed to be under the patch. Inclusion of the fringing fields into the model
would require the model to define an "effective length" for the patch dimension in
order to bring the model closer in line with reality. For example, if one wanted to
design an antenna for operation at 4 GHz and assuming no specific dielectric, one
would not simply find the wavelength ).
=

=

4,3 10 1

=

75mm and design apatch that's

38.5mm in length. The patch would have to be abit shorter in order to take the

fringing fields into account, making the effective geometry 75mm in length, giving
the correct resonant frequency.
The ongoing refinement of numerical simulation technologies makes the design
and deployment of microwave devices ever more efficient and effective.

Handling
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the above-mentioned sharp metal edges in a more effective manner in our FDTD
simulations will further increase the benefits of using numerical techniques. Standard
FDTD does not take field distributions due to the sharp edge into account, and while
increasing the mesh density in the areas directly around the edge would increase
simulation accuracy, it also requires a large increase in computational resources,
both computer memory and simulation time. Successful attempts have been made
to utilize the knowledge of local field distributions in order to increase the accuracy
of the FDTD simulation involving sharp metal edges, without increasing the mesh
density, however, many of these attempts are of a 2.5D nature, meaning that they
work for metal edges which are aligned with the coordinate axes. For an example,
amicrostrip of afixed width in afixed cartesian direction. A truly 3D solution for
accurately modeling these metal edges would be very useful to microwave device
designers since we could:
• Allow more flexibility in FDTD modeling of structures containing planar metal
edges.
• Attain higher simulation accuracy without excessive use of computational resources.
Which are clearly seen to be an advantage when modelling these types of microwave
structures.

1.1.1

Thesis Goals

To these ends, the primary goals of this thesis can be stated. They are:
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1. To describe the currently available techniques which enhance FDTD simulations of structures containing planar metal edges in a2.5D manner.
2. To introduce anew technique for enhancing simulation accuracy for truly 3D
problems containing sharp planar metal edges.
3. To test this introduced FDTD technique on anumber of realizable structures
which can benefit from the enhanced algorithm.
4. To verify that these structures are more effectively treated by the proposed
technique.
It is now important to outline the process by which this thesis intends to meet these
goals.

1.2

Thesis Outline

After introducing the problem to be investigated, this report aims to give a brief
introduction to the FDTD algorithm, including its derivation and basic properties.
Much of that material makes up the second chapter, with alarge portion of basic information located in Appendix A. In particular, the second chapter covers the basic
techniques that are currently used to model non-cartesian geometries not including
planar edge field distributions. The second chapter also presents the analytical description of the electromagnetic field distributions near a sharp metal edge.

The

third chapter covers the FDTD techniques that take advantage of singularity field
distributions in enhancement of FDTD simulation results. There are several techniques, of varying complexity and efficacy, that can be used in different situations.
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Descriptions of these techniques are all available in previous FDTD literature.
The fourth chapter begins to describe the author's technique for treating sharp
metal edges in FDTD and in 3D. This begins with an expression of the FDTD
algorithm in away that is suitable for inclusion of field distribution directly, and then
showing how this description can actually be used in deriving one of the techniques
mentioned in the previous chapter, or for deriving regular FDTD. The inclusion of
metal edge field singularities is then shown for the case of acartesian-aligned metal
edge located arbitrarily within the mesh. A numerical experiment is carried out to
determine this method's efficacy.
The fifth chapter continues describing the author's technique, modifying the
method used in the fourth chapter to analyse metal edges which fall at an arbitrary angle to the mesh. This is where the 3D nature of the proposed algorithm
is presented. It will also be shown that the technique will actually behave as the
cartesian edge treatment method when the edges fall parallel to the mesh.

The

sixth chapter provides several experiments involving geometries with sharp metal
edges. These experiments intend to analyze the efficacy of the proposed algorithm
for dealing with arbitrarily angled planar metal edges in arealistic scenario, which is
basically the goal of this thesis. Finally we will conclude the report with asummary
of the results, followed by an estimation of further work that can be done in this
area.
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Chapter 2

Background Theory

2.1

Computational Electromagnetics

The increasing information capacity of higher frequencies of electromagnetic wave
phenomena fuels interest into ways of taking advantage of this increased capacity.
The greater amount of data that we can reliably transmit comes at the cost of
higher complexity devices due to their higher frequency of operation. Due to this
complexity, the effective numerical simulation of electromagnetic phenomena has
become an important part of the design and development process in the electrical
engineering field. The nature of today's marketplace necessitates quick analysis of
designs that are not necessarily easy to model in astrictly mathematical fashion.
Building and testing prototype devices in an anechoic chamber, for example, is not
always feasible due to cost and time restraints. Thus, simulation algorithms and
software packages have been developed to aid the designer.
There is asomewhat fundamental division of these algorithms into two classes.
Some algorithms are frequency-domain methods which can give very accurate results for certain problems but may not work well for heterogenous problems, both
materially, and geometrically.

The other class of algorithms are known as time-

domain methods. FDTD is atime-domain method. Frequency domain results can
be obtained from FDTD, though only through fourier mathematical techniques.
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2.2

The FDTD Algorithm

The FDTD Algorithm was initially proposed in [1]. It is abrute-force calculation of
Maxwell's curl equations of electromagnetics in a discretized spatial and temporal
domain. The discrete nature of the FDTD domain makes it possible for EM field
simulation on computational hardware. A brief description of the derivation of the
basic FDTD algorithm is given in Appendix A, along with some basic properties of
the algorithm which are important when considering general FDTD usage, but are
not directly relevant to this discussion. For amuch more detailed treatment of the
FDTD method, see, for example, [2]
FDTD has become widely used in the design and development of devices that
make use of electromagnetic waves, and it has reached apoint where the algorithm
is quite mature. Some of its key strengths include:
• The ability to simulate differing geometries in both scale, and variety of materials present.
• It's adirect solution to Maxwells equations describing Electromagnetics. This
grounding in elementary physics accurately portrays what can occur in asituation where an analytical solution is not readily available.
• Material modeling using inherent material electromagnetic properties. These
properties come directly from the basic physics and can represent most any
material. This includes non-stationary and non-linear materials.
• Since it's a time domain technique, it can handle situations where nonlinear
temporal changes in fields and materials occur.
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Owing to these and other reasons, FDTD is very useful in modelling situations
where electromagnetic fields interact with heterogenous objects such as biological
tissues. This provides a viable alternative to possibly invasive physical testing of
electromagnetic field interaction with biological processes, whether this occurs for
EM radiation dosimetry or detection of certain types of tissues.

2.2.1

Modelling of Dielectrics in FDTD

Modelling of simple linear dielectric or magnetic materials in FDTD can be accomplished quite easily. By putting the material's permittivity ((5) and permeability(p)
into the corresponding FDTD update equation for acell containing that material,
that material and it's geometry can be easily modelled in the simulation. The material cells are then cubes that can be placed together in order to describe the geometry
of the material object. The ease with which different dielectric structures can be
modelled is one of FDTD's strengths. More complex dielectric materials have also
been modelled in FDTD using .a variety of techniques, for an example see [3]. A
more challenging problem is that of interfacing differing materials that may not fall
on the FDTD grid[4].

2.2.2

Modelling of Conductors in FDTD

More relevant to this discussion is the treatment in FDTD of scattering geometries
that contain conductive materials, such as metals. According to standard electromagnetic theory, an ideal conductor is characterized by the property that all electric
field within the body of the conductor is zero. In reality, there is actually electric
field within the metal, but it rapidly decays away from the surface, and can be as-
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sumed to exist in asmall outer layer. The thickness of this layer is described as the
skin depth(6) and is given by the relation:

2
wc

A
2ir

where w is the angular frequency of the incident wave,

(2.1)

is the magnetic permeabil-

ity of the metal, a is the conductivity of the metal, and

Am

is the wavelength of

the electromagnetic phenomena within the metal. When dealing with an idealized
conductor (zero resistance,

0

=

oo), we see that the skin depth goes to zero, meaning

that the electromagnetic field does not enter the conductor at all. The lack of field
inside an ideal conductor can easily be modelled in FDTD. This idealized metal will
be hereafter refered to as the Perfect Electric Conductor (FEC).
FDTD easily accommodates simple PEC modelling. All field components located
within the FEC in the FDTD mesh are set to zero, and are not updated, since they
should be zero for the entire simulation time. Since electric fields are zero inside the
FEC and magnetic fields can only be created due to achanging electric field(in the
absence of magnetic materials), magnetic fields are zero. The surface of the metal,
however, must behave according to the boundary condition n x E = 0. This means
that electric field tangential to the surface is zero, and magnetic field normal to the
surface is zero, with the normal being defined as pointing away from interior of the
metal.
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Metal Sheet

Dielectric

Figure 2.1: Cartesian defined patch antenna strip.
2.2.3

Cartesian Defined Geometries

Treatment of PEC geometries that are cartesian in nature is fairly straightforward.
These types of geometries are basically those with boundaries that fall on cell edges
(E-field components).

A very simple example of this kind of PEC geometry in

3D would be a volumetric resonant cavity having a cubic or rectangular shape, or
conversely, a rectangular scatterer.

For those cases, the faces and interior fields

belonging to Yee FDTD cells containing the PECs would not be updated. For the
2D planar case, arectangular or square patch antenna or microstrip can be simulated
by setting fields on the faces of cells to be zero.

Figure 2.1 shows a very simple

example of acartesian patch antenna structure. The patch is square, and an FDTD
grid can easily be fitted to this shape, as can be seen in the figure, by making the
patch edges fall on E components, which are shown as lines in the diagram. The cells
being shown in the diagram are H-field update cells much like those for which the
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Metal Sheet

Dielectric
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Figure 2.2: Cartesian defined Microstrip Filter strip.
FDTD algorithm is derived in the appendix (see Figure A.1) and which are used for
the remainder of this thesis. When it is defined in this way, the physical dimension
of the patch is an integer multiple of the spatial L value. As was defined in the
appendix, for acubic mesh, A

=

Lx

=

Ay

=

Az.

Similarly, Figure 2.2 shows an example of acartesian microstrip waveguide filter
patch. As can be seen, the sharp edges of the PEC strip coincide with the tangential
E components meaning that those edge E fields are zero. These two example structures can be simulated directly with the standard FDTD algorithm with no special
arrangements made, other than maintaining field components inside the PEC to be
zero.
These kinds of PEC geometries are the simplest cases to be modelled, due to the
cartesian nature of the FDTD mesh. They can also be incorporated into an FDTD
simulation simply by setting all electric and magnetic field components coinciding
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Metal Object Geometry
Staircased Metal Cells

Free Space Cells

Figure 2.3: Staircasing of FDTD cells.
or interior to that PEG geometry to zero at the beginning of the simulation, and
refraining from updating them throughout the simulation, hence keeping their magnitude at zero. It is worth pointing out that even in these simple cases, the singular
effects of edges on nearby fields are ignored. These effects will be discussed in Section
2.3.

2.2.4

Staircased Approach to Modelling Non-cartesian Geometries

The simplest method used to analyse non-cartesian geometries in FDTD is to use a
stair-casing approach. The cartesian FDTD grid is layed out as before. The PEG
contour is then placed over the grid, and any cell which has it's H component located
within the bounds of the PEG will be treated in FDTD as though it were aPEG cell
entirely. An example of astaircased geometry is shown in Figure 2.3. The normal
FDTD algorithm is then applied to the entire mesh, with no modifications. E and
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H components belonging to the staircased PEC cells are not updated, as before.
The simplicity of the technique is its only benefit, with the FDTD algorithm
itself remaining completely unchanged. The drawbacks of this technique are also
quite obvious. The geometry of the device is altered, and that can lead to incorrect
results for the non-cartesian geometry.

This would, for a resonant structure for

example, alter the resonant frequency that depends on the geometry of the PEG. A
more in-depth analysis of these kinds of errors is given in [5].

2.2.5

Contour Path Treatment of Non-Cartesian Geometries

There are two different methods for arriving at the FDTD algorithm, one from
the integral form and one from the differential form of Maxwells curl equations
(see appendix). The integral forms of Maxwells equations can be used to view the
FDTD mesh as aseries of interlinking rectangular contours. The field distributions
within these individual contours can be used in deriving the coefficients which are
applied to the FDTD field components in the mesh to produce the time evolution
of the numerical fields.

A thorough description of the generalized Contour Path

Finite Difference Time Domain (CPFDTD) technique is given in [6]. Briefly, for the
CPFDTD technique, update-cells (or contours) located more than afull cell away
from the PEG structure are treated with astandard FDTD update equation. When
the technique is applied to H update-cells intersected by aPEG boundary, such as
the one shown in Figure 2.4, adifferent update treatment is required. The normally
rectangular contour of the cell is contracted to fit the PEG boundary as appropriate.
The portion of the contour that runs along the PEG boundary has a tangential
electric field Et...

=

0, and the fields along the cell edges have their values as in
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z;i,j+2,k

Ly;jj,k
Metal edge
Figure 2.4: An H update cell intersected by aPEG.
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regular FDTD. The FDTD update equation for that cell then becomes:

n-1/2

x;i,j,k

21 x;i,j,k

*

-

At
A(i,j, k) [E,

l(i, j, k) -E

,,k+l

*

+l ,
k*

l(i,j + 1, k)—

l(i, i, k+ 1) +

*

l(i, j, k)]

(2.2)

It can be easily seen that if the cell is completely free of metal, then A(i, j, k)
1
z

=

Az, l,

=

=

Ay, and Equation 2.2 then becomes the standard FDTD

update equation for Hr-field components.
The E field contours are not deformed, instead they are calculated as per normal
FDTD where possible, and are updated in a special way when that particular Ecomponent is intersected by aFEC surface as is the case for

in Figure 2.4.

This update of an intersected E-field component is carried out by borrowing the
nearest collinear neighbour. For this particular case, the value stored in Ey ;j+1,j,k+1
is copied to

Ey;j,j,k+1.

It has been shown [7] that this technique, though numerically

effective, can have late-time instabilities due to the collinear borrowing. In essence,
this collinear borrowing is analagous to an instantaneous energy transfer (in this
case, numerical energy), which is aclear violation of the basic laws of physics.

2.2.6

Locally Conformal Dey-Mittra FDTD

The arguably most successful technique for dealing with PEG boundaries at arbitrary
orientation is known as Dey-Mittra Finite Difference Time Domain (DMFDTD)
being so named after the technique's creators. This method was presented in [8],
with further revisions being presented in [9] and [10]. It was originally intended to
accurately model geometries of structures that were 2D in nature, but it was simply
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Figure 2.5: Cells that can be treated using the DM technique.
and successfully extended to 3D structures.
Figure 2.5 shows two different cells intersected by aPEC. Either of these cells can
be updated in an identical manner to CPFDTD using the following update equation:

x;i,j,k

-

-

n-1/2

H X;j,j,k

En
z;i,j,k

*

At

-

1(i,j, k)

A(i,j, k) [E
-

Ey
•

*

, •l,k

*

l(i,i + 1, k)—

l(i,j, k+ 1) +

*l
y(i,j,

k)]

(2.3)

where A(i, j, k) is the area of the cell that is free of metal and I
z and l, are the lengths
of the cell edge that are outside the PEC on those particular edges. Once again, if
the cell is completely free of metal, then A(i, j, k)

=

AzAy ,l =

A

z, l,

=

Ay, and

Equation 2.3 becomes the standard FDTD update equation for Hi-field components.
As with CPFDTD, the algorithm defines new updates for the H-field components
only, with the E-fields being updated via the standard Yee update procedure. The
major difference between the CPFDTD method and the DMFDTD method is in the
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Dey-Mittra FDT

Standard FDTD

• H, field components

—)

E, field components
Ez field components

Figure 2.6: For FDTD, E is calculated from four H's in the mesh. These can be
broken down into two seperate cartesian planes. Shown here is one of the planes and
for DMFDTD, the assumption is that the two Hs closer together can produce the
same E
treatment of the E-field components. The DMFDTD technique makes an assumption
about the field distribution within an FDTD cell and on the edges of an FDTD
cell. The assumption is that the electric field along the cell edge is related to two
pairs of equidistant magnetic field components from the cells to either side of the
F-field component in the two required cartesian directions.
less directly from Faraday's law of induction.

This comes more or

Figure 2.6 shows the justification

for the assumptions made in the technique for one of the two pairs of planes which
contribute to the FDTD update. For the standard FDTD cell, the .E field component
is calculated by using the two H components at the centers of the cells in the figure.
If it were assumed that the H fields closer to the edge of the celiwere known, then
the E field calculated from those fields would be essentially the same as the standard
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FDTD field component, given that the cell is small enough.
This method gives good results, and it is quite easy to implement, with the
only drawback being areduced Courant number for the simulation to address the
algorithm's stability. The stability of the algorithm appears to be fulfilled when all
distorted cells meet two specific criteria. For a time-step at 50% (or 70%) of the
Courant limit:
1. The area of the cell's free space must be greater than 1.5% (or 2.5%) of the
cell's undistorted rectangular size.
2. The ratio between the maximum length of acell and the cell's free area is less
than 15 (or 10).
Cells not fulfilling these criteria are composed primarily of metal, meaning that they
can be treated as staircased cells as areasonably close approximation. As is clear,
reduction in the FDTD time-step size gives more freedom in modelling, however,
traditional problems, such as numerical dispersion due to this lowered time-step
size, must be accounted for in the simulation results. It is also important to note
that areduction of the time step by 50% will also increase the simulation time by
two, which is often a large performance decrease. The given criteria for fulfilling
the algorithms stability have been determined through numerical experiment, rather
than analytical means, so it cannot be sufficiently stated at what point these criteria
will break down and cause the algorithm to lose its numerical stability. It is also
important to note that this requirement on the lowering of the time step makes this
technique not compatible with other treatments requiring amaximum time-step.
A good comparison of the preceding techniques involving non-cartesian PECs
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Dielectric
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Figure 2.7: A PEG wedge.
is given in [7], and there it is determined that the DMFDTD algorithm is most
effective, with its requirement of areduced Courant number being asmall drawback
in consideration of time accuracy of the simulation results.

2.3

Electromagnetic Fields Near Sharp Metal Edges

The previously cited techniques are easily applied to planar PEG structures, however
it's assumed that there is asimilar field behaviour near volumetric PEG boundaries
as there is near the sharp PEG edges. Looking at the cross-sectional diagram of a
conductive wedge structure shown in Figure 2.7, imagine all of the charge existing
in the outer layers of the conductor contained within the skin depth. As the angle

()

containing the metal is reduced, this charge becomes compressed into asmaller

space, particularly at the sharp edge. When the angle is a = 0 degrees, the wedge
becomes an infinitesseimally thin metal conductor contained within a single plane.
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The accumulation of charge changes the behaviour of the fields in the vicinity of
the sharp edge. These edge fields contribute to the 'fringing' effect which occurs in
planar waveguides and antennas.
In order to properly take advantage of these fields in FDTD simulations, one
needs to know the quasi-static field distribution near the sharp PEG edge. Meixner
[11] solved the problem using asystem of cylindrical coordinates centered upon the
edge itself, meaning that z runs along the edge.

The problem setup is shown in

Figure 2.7. Meixner then defined a condition sufficient enough to derive the field
distributions. This condition requires that the energy stored in the electromagnetic
fields in afinite volume around the edge must be finite. Carrying out this derivation,
the expressions for fields parallel to the edge can be expanded in the form of apower
series:

E(r, 0) = cr" sin(z

)+ cr L2 sin(ii2q) +

(2.4)

H-, (r, 0) = c + cr" cos (vi q5) + c
h
2r2 cos (v2q5) +

(2.5)

1

where r and q are defined in Figure 2.7, the c
6 terms are electric field expansion
coefficients, the ch terms are magnetic field expansion coefficients, and vk.

=

(2-)

where a is the angle containing the wedge. Since this is the case of aplanar PEG
sheet, a = 0and
kir
Vk

-

(27r —0)

kir
-

2ir

k
-

2

(2.6)

It is important to note in Equations 2.4 & 2.5 that the E goes to zero as rgoes to
zero, meaning that there is no tangential E component value on the planar PEG.
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A concise version of these results with only the zero and first order terms is given
by Van Bladel [12]. These two simplified expressions for the quasi-static electric and
magnetic fields parallel to the planar edge can be written as:

=

E=A'sin

(2.7)

B' + C'

(2.8)

cos

Finding the related radial and angular field expressions by taking the requisite derivatives:
Al
2jw/

H

2

(2.9)

2jwfl Cos 1
0
2
C'
2jw6fr
2

(2.10)

A'
Hr
EO

cos

C'
2jw€fl

Er

(2.11)

2

These fields show an increase in magnitude near the edge due to the

(2.12)

factor, which

is the quasi-static singular behaviour of the field. The coefficient terms coming from
the time derivative in Equations (2.9-2.12) can be collected together, and then the
radial and angular Van Bladel expressions are written in asimpler form:

(2.13)
Hr

cos

(2.14)
(2.15)
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Er =sin

(2.16)

The most important things to note about these expressions are:
.

These expressions are quasi-static, meaning that they can be effectively used
within F]JTD.

• There is no linearly changing component in the radial or angular H field.
• The fields are singular in nature, becoming very large in the near vicinity of
the edge due to
• Inside the planar FEC (q

=

0), we have only Eçi, & Hr,so the expressions

represent the field correctly.
These expressions are important to this discussion, as they show the field to change
quickly near the metal edge. Next, the FDTD techniques making use of these singularity expressions will be explored.
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Chapter 3
Current FDTD Techniques Using Singular Fields

3.1

Metal Edges located on Cell Boundaries

The radial and angular fields in the vicinity of a sharp PEG edge follow a

dis-

tribution with rbeing the radial distance to the edge, when taken in the first-order
approximation. Standard FDTD, however, is only able to approximate fields to a
second-order degree of accuracy and will not be able to approximate the singularity
caused by the inverse square root dependance of field due to it's changing very fast
near to the edge. Attempts have been made to use this field distribution knowledge
to increase accuracy when PEG edges are apart of the simulation. The singular field
distribution was first exploited in the FDTD algorithm by Mur in 1981 [13]. This
was one of the earliest FDTD techniques to make use of apriori field knowledge
within the algorithm itself to provide for increased accuracy in the results.
The Mur technique assumes that the sharp PEG edge itself falls directly on acell
boundary. The PEG edges are then directly located on an E or H component that is
parallel to the edge. A diagram of aconductive wedge falling directly on an Es-field
component is seen in Figure 3.1. Framing the problem in terms of polar coordinates
centered at the PEG edge itself as in the Van Bladel expressions and the figure, Mur
derives the FDTD expression from the polar form of Maxwell's equations:

19 HO

q5,

t)

19 E,

t)

,

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: The first Mur Location for asharp PEC edge.
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with H components directly above and below the FEC edge, as in Figure 3.1.
Approximating the E term by the first-order expression 2.7 and performing the
operation outlined in Equation 3.1 using the central difference approximation for the
time derivative, and then solving for H, one obtains:
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Since the interest is in the planar PEG sheet case, a = 0and z'
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(3.3)
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and then Equation 3.2 can be written:
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(3.4)

0) is zero, it is seen that this is simply the 2D

=

FDTD update expression around the edge. The two 2D FDTD update expressions
around the edge would be:
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These FDTD update expressions are only 2D in nature, as the spatial derivative
in the direction of the FEC edge itself is not carried out, however, since the field
parallel to the edge depends on

fl

only (no inverse square root, and hence no

singularity), the spatial derivative parallel to the edge is carried out as for normal
FDTD. Doing this, one obtains two new enhanced 3D update equations:

H
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(3.7)

AX

(3.8)

It will be shown later in this thesis that the -v/'
2
- factor is introduced when an integration of the field distribution occurs along the entire length of the cell containing the
singularity, and is adirect result of the singular field behaviour and not the derivation
technique used. It comes from the singular field located at the edge, and it indicates
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Metal Plane
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Figure 3.2: Conductive edge falling on an H component.
that the cell contains more field in the radial direction than in the non-radial direction, and the cell is expanded in that particular radial direction to account for this
extra amount of field.
If the metal edge is to fall on atangential H component as in Figure 3.2, then
the technique similarly prescribes FDTD update equations of the forms:
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(3.9)
(3.10)

L

Of course, all of the preceding equations can be easily modified for an edge travelling
in adifferent cartesian direction. Performing the requisite numerical verification, it
turns out that using this technique shows simulation accuracy improvements for a
variety of mesh densities. It is also important to note that the extra factor C

=
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z-'2'" is always limited by

2-1/2

<Cs ≤ 1, hence no stability problems are expected,

and none have been observed in practice.

3.2

Treatment of an Arbitrarily Located Metal Edge

Another interesting technique that incorporates the edge field singularities to give
more accurate simulation results is that given by Przybyszewski and Mrozowski [14].
Once again this is a technique that is used only for problems of a 2.5D nature,
meaning that it is effective only when the sharp metal edge runs parallel to one of
the cartesian coordinates on which the mesh is defined. Figure 3.3 shows the case of
an arbitrarily placed planar metal edge, with the edge running parallel to the x-axis.

This technique once again uses the expressions:

E(r, 0)
H,(r, q)

=

sin(zi2q) +...

(3.11)

c + cr" cos (viq5) + cr' cos(v2q) +...

(3.12)

=

crLhl

sin(z 1q5) + cr

"2

to describe the parallel electric and magnetic fields in the vicinity of the PEC edge.
These relationships are stated in amatrix form, for the three labelled E components:

(3.13)

=

with the matrix

being 3x 3, and containing elements:

beik

=

r

"2

sin(kq5/2)

(3.14)
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Figure 3.3: The Arbitrarily Placed Metal Edge.
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The integral expression describing the behaviour of the Hy ;i,j,k component of the
cell-contour in Figure 3.3 is calculated using the curl of E giving:
5
Hy;i,j,k

where
H

Yi

1 and

3
=
k
E

ck
2jiIy

11yi

y1+y

sin[(k/2

(3.15)
-

is the lower left corner of the cell. A similar expression can be written for
H

2

and since the coefficients

4 can be

obtained from c
e=

this can

be expressed in amatrix form:

=

(3.16)

AeB; 1Ex

with A representing the line integrals to be performed along the contour in matrix form, E is a column vector containing E1, E2, and

E3,

and FI is a vector

containing Hy;i,j,k, Hy;i,j,k+1, and Hz;i,j+1,k.

The integrations in

2

and

are performed numerically, and then an FDTD

update is unveiled with coefficients produced by these numerical integrations along
with acentral finite difference approximation of IH
at t.Similarly for the Transverse
Electric (TE) plane, an FDTD update equation is formed using the coefficients from
the expansion of H

components.

This technique gives improved results at the

expense of much greater implementation complexity in the forming of numerical
integration coefficients for the update equations. This technique's most useful benefit
comes from the fact that the edge of the metal can be placed arbitrarily within the
FDTD mesh which was not possible in the Mur technique where the edge is to fall on
atangential E or H component. It is once again important to note that this is still
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Figure 3.4: A planar PEG edge traveling diagonally through an FDTD cell.
a 2.5D technique, meaning that it's usefulness is limited to metal edged structures
that do not change in adirection parallel to one of the cartesian unit vectors. This
would, for this example, be the case of amicrostrip waveguide carrying awave in the
x-direction. Finally, it is important to note that this technique has, as of this writing,
only been successfully implemented in 2D. Furthermore, an interesting interpretation
of this technique using an analytical derivation is given in [15].

3.3

Diagonally Oriented Metal Edges

A truly 3D metal edge algorithm has been presented in [16] for the specific case of a
planar PEG edge that travels perfectly diagonally through the FDTD mesh, as
in Figure 3.4. The technique once again uses the simplified
behaviour near the PEG's edge.

Or

shown

expression for

field

These are the simplified Van Bladel expressions

given in Equations 2.13 through 2.16.

A thorough explanation of the technique's
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derivation is presented in [17], and the reader is suggested to go there for further
information.
The idea used in the technique is quite simple, though the mathematics is quite
arduous. The Van Bladel expressions are cast into the coordinate system of the cell
(in this case, to the cartesian directions). Contour path integrations are performed
to determine the relative weightings of field components, and then FDTD expressions are derived from these contour integrals. Since the PEC's edge passes directly
through the middle of the cell, the H component directly in the center of the cell falls
directly on the sharp edge. Since this H component is located at aradius r= 0, it is
mathematically infinite according to the Van Bladel equations and therefore cannot
be used in the simulation. The technique proposes moving the H component radially
outwards from the metal edge by

,

and deriving the surrounding FDTD equations

using the integral forms of Maxwell's curl equations. These final FDTD equations
are much like standard FDTD updates, only they have coefficients weighting the
various terms of the update, much like the

terms in the Mur technique.

It is important to note that by moving the H component from the center of the
cell, all E components that rely on that particular field component in their FDTD
update must have new coefficients likewise calculated. All other .E components are
calculated as per normal FDTD. In this way, special updates are prescribed for
components both in the plane of the metal, and one half cell above or below the
plane. Once again, this technique has shown to give improved results over staircased
FDTD, for this particular geometry, and once again validates the case for using a
priori field knowledge in FDTD.
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Chapter 4
A New Cartesian Metal Edge Treatment Method

4.1

Mathematical inclusion of Singular Fields

The original derivation of the FDTD algorithm as given by Yee [1] is second order
accurate. Accordingly, the integral derivation of the technique retains this second
order accuracy. Since fields in the vicinity of asharp PEG edge behave according to
,

they change much more rapidly than any second order polynomial, particularly

right by the edge where the fields are very large.

Hence, standard FDTD is not

capable of accurately representing what is occuring near to the planar FEC edge.
In the previously presented techniques, the inclusion of this singular field distribution into the update equations increases simulation accuracy for geometries having
sharp FEC edges. In order to present anew technique for dealing with these sharp
FEC edges, this chapter begins with arederivation of the FDTD algorithm from
the integral forms of Maxwell's equations. In these generalized equations, the Van
Bladel field distribution expressions can be included, and provide anew simulation
technique.
Throughout this chapter and the rest of the thesis, the assumption that the
planar PEG geometry is located within the x-directed TE plane is made. This plane
contains an array of two electric field components, E and E and one magnetic field
component:

I[.

The edges to be dealt with in this chapter are cartesian in nature,

and in particular, they are aligned with the zaxis. It is also assumed that the PEG
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Figure 4.1: A Cartesian Planar PEG Edge and the Valid Range of Edges for Treatment. x is directed outwards from the paper.
edge is located within the range shown in Figure 4.1 defined by e1 and e2. It is
parallel to one of the cell face edges, due to its cartesian nature (in this case, the E
edge), and it may be located inside or outside of the particular cell to be updated
(the H x; i,j,k cell in the figure). Starting by using the integral Maxwells curl equation
description of what is going on in this cell:

ff

3H

ot

dA=E.dL
ic

(4.1)

Where S is the surface area of the cell, and C is the rectangular contour around the
cell. This is expanded using apiece-wise integration along the contour:
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E(y=O,z).dz

Since only the stored field components of the FDTD mesh are known:
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Defining a as:
p1zI

ay (y,z

=

f(y) is the field distribution along that particular contour (z
tion will exist for a along the other side (z

=

(4.4)

f(y)dy

0) =j0

=

0). A similar defini-

Az), and a for y = 0and y = Ay.

From this point forwards, the variable a contains all the results of the integrations
according to Equation 4.4. The subscript of the a term indicates to what direction
the integration is to be performed.
Expressing the expanded contour-path Equation (4.2) using these a expressions
and denoting the contour belonging to the component to which this coefficient is
applied by writing it as an argument to a:

aHx; i,j,k
at

'—
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Ei,,k+l a (Ey; i,j,k+1)

(4.5)

As before, the subscript to the a value describes the direction in which the contour
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integration is carried out, and the argument to the a expression denotes which stored
FDTD component we are calculating the a coefficient for. This expression assumes
that the two integrals making up the surface area integration are separable, and can
be expressed simply as the product of each other. Casting this into an FDTD-like
update expression using the standard finite difference approximation to the time
derivative:
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At IETh
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(4.6)

Equation 4.6 is simply a generalization of FDTD which includes field distribution
knowledge. If it is assumed that all distributions have f(y)

=

1 (basically meaning

that the stored component is the average value across the contour), then one can
botain the standard FDTD update expression from Equation 4.6.
As an example, observe at the first term of the RHS of Equation 4.2:

jA
Y

E(y, z= 0)

For normal FDTD, f(y)

=

dy

fAY f(y)

=

dy

(4.7)

1, and the expression becomes:
Ay

fo "dy

(4.8)

=

If the same f(y) is used for the surface integrals(a y(H

;j ,
j,
k)and

ay(Hx;j ,
j,
k)), then
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Equation 4.6 becomes the standard Yee equation:
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(4.9)

For the case where aplanar FEC edge is involved, as in Figure 4.1, one must derive
this a expression using the knowledge that the radial electric field and angular
magnetic field behave according to

-

sin().

Deriving the description of field along the contour edges in terms of the stored
FDTD component is important, as this is the only place where the field magnitude
is known definitely. It is seen that the E field components in Figure 4.1 are directed
radially away from the planar FEC edge and are at an angle 0

=

180°.

Upon

substituting this into the Van Bladel expression (2.16), the sin(/2) term becomes
1. One can then describe the electric field on that contour edge as:

E(y,z= 0)

=

B

(4.10)

To solve for B, use the value of the stored E component on that contour.

For

example, on the Ey ;j,j,k component in Figure 4.1:

Z =

0)

=

Ey;i,j,k

B
=

(4.11)

where yo is the distance from the edge to the E component as shown in Figure 4.1.
Solving Equation 4.11 for B:
B = m,/Ey;i,j,k

(4.12)
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Finally, inserting this B into expression 4.10 to get the field along that contour:

R,
(I]

Z

0)

=

(4.13)

Using this expression in our contour path integral:

f
Ay

E,,(y, z = 0)

dy

=

o

Ey ;i,j,k f iv

-

/; dy
-

(4.14)

One can see that there is now an expression for a containing the field singularity due
to the sharp FEC edge:
ay(Ey ;i,j,k)

Iv

=

';

---

dy

(4.15)

Since the edge runs along the z axis, the y displacement will be the same for the
upper E component as it is for the lower E component(since yo will be identical in
both cases), and thus:
tY

=

j

--v\/

dy

(4.16)

Similarly, for the H component, note that the angular field expression (Equation
2.13) in this case is opposed to the angular direction defined before. This means that
the a expression for the area integral becomes:

ay(Hx; j,j,k)

=

f \/
J
Ly vdy

(4.17)

The FDTD update expressions can now be weighted with these an's and in this
way the effects of the singularity can be included in that particular cell's update.
This is relatively easy for the current case in which the update cell is located in the
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same plane as the metal sheet, because the angle q' remains fixed at
sin()

=

1800,

giving

sin(90 0)= 1. However, if one allows for the angle to change over the

contour by calculating contributions to the a terms from above and below the plane,
one must then generalize these a expressions. It's important to note here once again
that the edge itself remains parallel to one of the cartesian coordinate axes, it is only
the angle required in the determination of the field distribution relative to the edge
that is needed here.

4.1.1

A generalized expression for a

The plane that has been looked at so far is the one containing the metal sheet. For
that case, 0 =

00

or 0 =

expressions are 0 or 1.

180°, meaning that the sinQ terms in the Van Bladel

In order to have a generalized 3D algorithm, one needs

to accurately update all H components located near the edge regardless of their
orientation. Hence, an a expression that accounts for the angle and radial distance
that the component is located relative to the edge is required.

The Van Bladel

expressions themselves contain aterm for the angle that can be used. One must first
cast these expressions (2.13

-

2.16) into cartesian coordinates relative to the edge.

In order to do so here, use the coordinate system shown in Figure 4.2. Solving for
E (r, q') using the Van Bladel expressions for electric field gives:

Ey =

Er cos() + E sin()
B
=

Vr-

[cos

sin()

--)
2

=

=

B

sin(—) cos(5) + —B cos(—) sin (0)
2

-sin() cos(

—B
—sin(

fr

2

=
)]sin
B
-

(4.18)
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Figure 4.2: Coordinate system used to derive ageneralized a expression.
Similarly, solving for the other components:

E.

cos(/2)

(4.19)

liv =

cos(qf/2)

(4.20)

H.

sin(/2)

(4.21)

=

=

One need not worry about E or H in this case, since these directions are parallel
to the edge and have no singularity based dependance on ror 0.
Each of these expressions gives the general distribution of field in a cartesian
direction based upon the radial distance from the edge, and the angle with the edge.
To get ageneralized a, start by finding the distance and angle of the component for
which one wishes to calculate a for, and label these r0 and

o.

Solving for the Van
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l3ladel expression coefficient for example, as before, the E component:

EV

=

EY;ik

. 1/i

(/2)

sin(/2)
Vr-

One would then integrate this over acontour of length

Ay

(4.22)

giving ay(Ey;j,j,k).

For those cases in which there is acosine term, for example E:

Ex
=

EX;Zk

cos (4/2)

cos(q/2)
Vr-

(4.23)

In aprogramming context, it is only needed to add aphase term to the sinusoid,
and set it to 0or E depending upon whether we are dealing with asine or a cosine
based a expression and then the same code can be used.

4.1.2

H components in other cartesian directions

After having described the derivation of the aterms for the cell that is located within
the same plane as the FEC sheet, one must look at the other H update equations in
which it is necessary to include the singularities. One of these components, shown
in Figure 4.3, is the

II

component that is located a half-cell above or below the

plane of the FEC sheet. For these cases, the FDTD update equation, including the
a terms is given by:

m+1/2

y;i,j,k

-

-

At

+
[E.•,ij,k+1 a1 (E,;ij,k+1)
a

(
Hy;i,j,k) a

E+l,l,kaZ (Ez;i+1,j,k)
a

-

E ;i,j,kax (Ex; i,j,k)
(Hy; i,j,k)
(Ez; i,j,k)

-

(
Hy;i,j,k) a

(Hy; i,j,k)

(4.24)
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Figure 4.3: The H update component directly above and below the planar sheet
However, it is quickly noted that since all of the as's are parallel to the edge, they
have no singular field, and will simply reduce to 1z giving:

n+1/2
y;i,j,k

-

-

A

n-1/2
y;i,j,k +
E'n
(1'
\
'-'x;i,j,k+1 a '.-'--'x;i,j,k+1)

E+l,j,kAZ

a

-

(Hy; i
,
j,k)Z

-

72n
.
1
_1 x; j,j,kax

(C'

-'x;i,j,k

(4.25)

The final H component that needs to be considered is the one shown in Figure
4.4. This is the case where the H component has the same cartesian direction as the
edge. As is clearly seen in Figure 4.4, these components are always located one half
cell above or below the metal sheet plane. The update equation is quite similar for
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Figure 4.4: H cells to be updated using new equations.
this case:
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(4.26)

must be calculated for all components, since there is no

contour directed parallel to the edge.

4.2

New FDTD expressions applied to the Mur edge

The case discussed previously, when the metal edge falls directly on an E component
had asimple \/ modification to the standard FDTD update. For now, put the edge
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on the left hand side of the cell shown in Figure 4.1 exactly midway between e1 and
e2.This corresponds to an E grid line. Now, one only needs to determine a, as
the c factors would all become equal to Az due to their being parallel to the edge.
Also note that yo becomes Ay/2, and 0= 180 0 and for both Ey ;j,j,k and

ay(Ey;i,j)k)

=

=

/Ay/2

=

/Ay/2

f
Ey

ay (Ey; j,j,k +1 )

sin(180/2)

Ey;i,j,k+1:

sin(180/2)
dy

(2 \/)j AY
-2/A

y= Ay 2

For a(Hr; j,j, k), notice from Equation 4.21 that the

H

(4.27)

=

component is also determined

using sine and not cosine. Since the Hx; j,j,k component is located at the same radial
distance from the edge as

=

ay(Ey;i,j.,k)

(4.28)

=

When these a, values are substituted in, along with c

Az, Equation 4.6

=

becomes:

Hfl+l
x;i,j,k

A L

-

x;i,j,k
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-

-

-

-'--'z;i,j,k
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'Th
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Note that this is the same equation as that given by the Mur technique presented in
the previous chapter.
When looking at the H. component directly above the metal edge, a similar
calculation returns avalue of a

=

/Lx times the radial cartesian distance. The
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value used for this case is now

900,

however, 00 and q are both fixed to this value, so

they will cancel out in the integrand, giving an integral only containing the
hence the A/2- factor. Once again, similarly to the

II

case, c

=

Az.

Vr-

and

The resulting

FDTD update equation for these two field components, located directly above and
below the metal edge look like:

n+i

-

n—i

z;i,j,k+1

"

—Btm;i,j,k

Btm
—Btm
z;i+i,j,k
z;i,j,k

Az

(4.30)

These again, are the same equations proposed by Mur in [13] and presented in
Equation 3.8.
Mur's original treatment method does not, however, address the H components
that are shown in Figure 4.4, which can be treated using the proposed algorithm. For
example, looking at the cell shown in Figure 4.5. From the previous paragraphs, it is
known that a for the lower B component will be

and the c for the left E

will be V/2
-Ax. Now, looking at the FDTD update equation for the H component,
including the relevant a values:

n+1/2
z;i,j,k

+

-

z;i,j,k

-

At

[

+

Ez'•
,
i
j+1 ,
kax(Ex;ij+1 ,
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a (Hz;ij, e
i
g)
a

/2

Eyj+l,j,kay(Ey;i+1,j,k)
a

(
Hz;i,j,k) a

-

(Hz;i ,
j,
k)

-

(Hz;i ,
j,
k)

(4.31)

Once the a and a values are calculated numerically, the complete update equations
are obtained. Note that this is the first case where the angle defining the field with
respect to the edge changes along the contour. In particular, the change in angle
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Figure 4.5: An H cell that is to be updated near the metal edge.
occurs for the contours in Figure 4.5 associated with the Ey;j,j,k+1 and
ponents. The numerical integrals associated with the Ex; j,j,k and

Ez;i,j+1,k

Ey;i,j,k

com-

components

would be v/'
2
- times the spatial A.

4.3

A Cartesian Metal Edge Located Arbitrarily

The next step is to apply this technique to acartesian directed sharp metal edge that
is located arbitrarily within agiven FDTD cell, that is to say, an edge which does
not lie on an E-field FDTD component. Once again, refer to Figure 4.1 in defining
the range of edges for which the singularity enhanced updates will be applied. The
description of FDTD using a expressions lends itself to these cases quite easily. One
once again uses the generalized expression for a given in Equation 4.22 and Equation
4.23. Numerical integrations determine the correct value of the coefficients for the
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appropriate cells to update.

4.3.1

Cell flagging criteria

The most difficult part in implementing this algorithm is flagging the proper cells
needing accurate treatment. Since the different H field components that are not in
the plane of the metal behave differently according to whether the edge runs along
the yaxis or the zaxis, they must be flagged differently as well. The criteria used
for flagging H update cells are the following (using the example cell orientation used
previously):
For the H component that is located in the plane of the sheet metal:
• The flagged H component must be the first H component outside of the
metal radially outwards, as for example, Hz; j,j,k in Figure 4.1.
For the H component in the examples that is immediately above or below the metal
edge (II):
• If the metal edge is contained in the cell to the left of the H update cell,
than the Hy components above the cell boundary and to the left are flagged
for special treatment. See Figure 4.6a.
• If the metal edge is right on the boundary between cells (i.e. aMur edge), then
we flag the H components above and below the edge. See Figure 4.6b.
• If the metal edge is contained in the H update cell, the

II

components above

the cell boundary and to the right are flagged for special treatment. See Figure
4.6c.
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:I I :; Flagged for treatment
Hy

I fl y

a)
tH x

b)

tH x

Figure 4.6: Three cases for flagging H depending on the location of the edge. Identical flagging occurs for the components below the PEC.
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For the H components, the ones directed parallel to the edge:
• The components that are above and below and to either side of the edge are
flagged for special treatment. See Figure 4.7.
Edges that run in different cartesian directions will have similar flagging criteria for
the corresponding H update cells.

4.3.2

Numerical Integration Techniques

For practical usage, the a terms would need to be pre-processed specifically for a
given edge.

The coefficients are then used during the runtime of the simulation.

Since these a expressions are composed of integrations along the contour, one needs
anumerical integration to be performed in order to calculate the a value for each
edge. There are many different techniques one can use to perform numerical integrations, and for the tests performed in the thesis, the technique used was asimple
polynomial interpolation. This algorithm was taken from [18]. This algorithm can
resolve the coefficients to within agiven degree of error by increasing the amount of
computational time required to perform the integration. Similarly, accurate results
could be obtained with agaussian quadrature in much less time, making gaussian
quadrature abetter choice for aproduction FDTD code. However, the current numerical technique has shown improved FDTD results, so agaussian quadrature will
be afirst step to improving the algorithm's running time, however this is unecessary
to implement until the technique has been verified.
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Figure 4.8: Boxed Microstrip Resonator with acartesian edge on the end.

4.4

Preliminary Numerical Verification

A preliminary test is required to determine the reliability of this technique.

The

test setup is shown in Figure 4.8. This particular structure is aresonant structure.
The waveform which is excited underneath the metal strip will travel up and down
the wave guide, which is terminated by an open circuit on one end, and a short
circuit on the other. Due to these terminations, this structure should resonate with
afrequency having awavelength that is four times the length of the section of strip.
It is important to note that the parameters of this experiment are not typical of those
for an FDTD simulation of arealistic structure. The parameters were chosen such
that simulation running time remained small, to allow for debugging and testing of
the code. The properties of the simulation that are fixed are:
.

Box dimensions: (20mm, 16mm, 9mm) in (x,y,z)
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• strip height in z: 2mm
• Cavity filling material:

€

=

4.0, a= 0.005

• Number of time steps: 25000
The dielectric fills the entire cavity. Also, the edges on the top and bottom of the
strip in the ydirection are not treated. The resonant edge located x= 8mm from the
wall is treated with the proposed method. The reason for this being that is easier
to hardwire and test the technique in only one direction during the development
process.
Now, observe the results that standard FDTD gives when modelling such astructure. Since the resonant frequency of the TEM mode resonator is completely determined by the length of the strip in the xdirection, and therefore the treated edge of
the metal strip, we first observe what happens to this resonant frequency calculation
as we increase the mesh density of the simulation. Many of the FDTD experiments
to follow use a similar methodology to this, so it is important to clarify it here.
Beginning with a cubic mesh using a spatial

L

value of 1.0mm in all directions.

Successive iterations of the simulation use ahalved

A

value of 0.5mm, once again,

with ahalved value to 0.25mm, and finally ahigh-density simulation with the mesh
L

at 0.1mm. These high mesh density results will be considered accurate enough

for comparison, and as agoal by which the errors in the technique's results will be
measured. This is, by definition, the closest approximation to Maxwell's equations
and further increasing the mesh density would give us amore accurate result to compare to. The basic idea here is that we want to obtain similar results to simulations
carried out at a higher mesh density, and hence a higher computational resource
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Table 4.1: Table with higher meshes density simulations. Singularity Enhanced
Finite Difference Time Domain (SEFDTD) is the singularity enhanced technique.
x(mm)
(mm) Algorithm resonant frequency
error
1.0
FDTD
5.5174
-2.926%
8.0
FDTD
8.0
0.5
5.6085
-1.323%
0.25
FDTD
8.0
5.6560
-0.487%
8.0
0.1
FDTD
5.6837
0.0%
1.0
SEFDTD
8.0
5.6005
-1.464%
SEFDTD
5.6520
8.0
0.5
-0.558%
0.25
SEFDTD
8.0
5.6798
-0.069%
0.1
SEFDTD
5.6837
8.0
0.0%
load, using asimulation technique that performs on alower mesh density and hence
uses less computational resources.
Beginning with the edge of the microstrip located at x = 8.0mm as in Figure
4.8 for the tests. Since the largest

z≥

=

1.0mm, the metal edge always falls on an

E-field component. This is, in essence, the Mur technique implemented using the
numerical integral coefficients as opposed to fixed values of

The results are

given in Table 4.1. The results clearly show that with the SEFDTD algorithm we
can effectively simulate the structure using half the mesh density, and along with
this lower mesh density, alower amount of computational resources. The amount of
computational resources used when halving the size of the mesh in all directions is
significant. Firstly, there is 21 = 8 times the amount of memory required, and due
to the stability criterion of FDTD, 16 times the number of time iterations would be
required, which si clearly a staggering increase in the resource requirement of the
algorithm.
Note also that the error calculation is taken with respect to the highest accuracy
staircased simulation (in this case, the A

=

0.1mm case).

It is easily seen that
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Table 4.2: Results for when the edge is moved. The ideal situation would be to see
alinear change in the resonant frequency as the edge moves, which is more apparent
in the method used for the second column's results.
x(mm) A(mm) Algorithm
fr (2nd method)
fr
1.0
SEFDTD
5.5847
5.5847
8.0
8.2
1.0
SEFDTD
5.5629
5.7253
8.4
1.0
SEFDTD
5.7253
5.5530
1.0
SEFDTD
5.8877
5.8877
8.6
1.0
SEFDTD
5.9649
5.9649
8.8
1.0
SEFDTD
6.0323
6.0323
9.0
standard FDTD produces a lower resonant frequency, ergo a longer wavelength,
meaning that the edge is in fact, artificially extended from its real position. This
behaviour will be seen through this thesis, as further experiments are carried out.
The table also shows the results of the experiment using the proposed singularity
enhanced updates. The results show improvement over standard staircased FDTD
giving less error in resonant frequency measurement.
The next test is to move the treated edge across one full cell width, and see the
resonant frequency change linearly as the edge moves. This test will require moving
the edge in the direction to shorten the waveguide resonator, that is, moving the edge
from x = 8.0mm to x = 9.0mm over the open side, increasing the gap. The results
for this experiment are given in Table 4.2. The table shows two columns of resonant
frequency results. The first column is the result obtained when the algorithm as
presented above is used. As is clear, the algorithm does not work so well for those
cases where the specially updated H component is located more than L./2 from the
metal edge(i.e. x = 8.2mm and x = 8.4mm). The second column shows results
after using atechnique which is similar to the originally proposed technique except
having a minor modification. In order to increase the amount of field in the area
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around the edge, the two E components directly inside of the edge were treated
with regular FDTD updates, as opposed to being treated as metal(in which case
they would be held to zero magnitude for the course of the simulation).

These

components are specified in Figure 4.9. It also turns out, for the specially treated
H components parallel to the edge (as in Figure 4.7) that are located above these
normally treated E components (shown in Figure 4.9, an a is required to determine
the singular field near the edge. Since these E field components are inside the metal,
one cannot calculate a as has been done previously. Instead, one can use the length
of the contour's spatial L. A plot showing the changing fields for both the original
proposed algorithm and the slightly modified algorithm are shown in Figure 4.10.
Obviously, the modification more closely follows alinear change, therefore that's how
this situations is treated from now onwards.
The rationale for this extension to the treatment lies in the fact that the H and
E components are located further than a 1/2-cell width from the edge. The effects
of the singularity are not so pronounced, which could perhaps explain the reduced
accuracy shown for the technique in the first column of Table 4.2. The regular FDTD
update for those E field components inside the metal is intended to increase the
amount of field near the edge which is not accounted for when the H component
just inside the metal is treated as afully staircased cell.

4.5

Numerical Stability Analysis

Rigorous numerical stability analysis of modified FDTD algorithms is a difficult
thing to accomplish. The standard FDTD algorithm contains astability condition
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Updated as normal

Ez;i,j+ 1,k

Figure 4.9: E field components just inside the metal are to be treated using standard
FDTD updates.
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known as the Courant limit, whereby the maximum time step (At) is determined by
the maximum speed of numerical electromagnetic waves that can travel through the
ambient medium in the mesh. Modifications to the base FDTD algorithm, however,
may require amodification of the time step in order to maintain numerical stability.
This modification is always areduction in time-step which brings ahost of secondary
effects to deal with, such as numerical dispersion. This is the case for the DMFDTD
technique presented earlier, where the Courant number is reduced based on the
amount of free space area for a specially treated cell.

Such requirements placed

on the time-step amount for the algorithm will decrease its effectiveness in certain
situations.
For this proposed technique, the numerical stability problem is difficult to quantify. However, since the a expressions themselves are limited to be less than or equal
to

no stability problems are expected, in much the same way that no stability

problems were exhibited by the Mur technique for dealing with edges that fall on
parallel E or H field components. Several simulations were ran of the previous test
case, with some

simulations

observed during these tests.

having over 100,000 time steps. No instabilities were
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Chapter 5
Angled Metal Edge Treatment

The previous chapter introduced a technique that can be used to model an arbitrarily located cartesian metal edge more accurately than can be achieved in either
astandard FDTD simulation, or improved FDTD techniques reported so fax in the
literature. Its formulation is such that some minor modifications can be made on the
algorithm and it can be uses on angled edges as well. As before, the plane containing
the metal sheet itself is set at aconstant cartesian coordinate value for the following
analyses. Furthermore, the plane containing the metal sheet is selected as the TE
plane, meaning that two tangential E components as well as one normal H component are located within the plane of the metal. Treatment of metal edges is restricted
to those edges located on metal sheets that are located in aplane perpendicular to
one of the cartesian axes. While this is asomewhat limiting restriction, it deals with
nearly all practical situations.

5.1

Expression of FDTD using a Coefficients

The a terms defined in the previous section were used to deal with edges of planar
PEC sheets that are parallel to acartesian axis, whether the edge fails on or off of a
field component. For the case where the planar metal edge is no longer parallel with
a cartesian axis, the angle that the edge makes to the cartesian coordinate system
is important to consider.

Taking account of this angle within the a expression
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derivation itself is quite difficult due to the mathematics involved. There is arather
simple way of using the previously derived aexpressions to deal with an angled edge.
It involves using the a terms as expressed before, rewritten here:

at

a (Hx; i,j,k) a (Hx; i,j,k)

+ E,J+l,kaZ (Ez;i,j+1,k)

-

1Th
I
U1z;i,j,kaZ 1
\

-

=

Ey ;i,j,kaY (Ey; i,j,k) +

Ej,,k+l a (Ey; i,j,k+1) +

z;i,j,k

(5.1)

We note that the a coefficients are derived seperately for each stored FDTD component. As it was done before, for the cartesian case, the parameters defining the a
term (lateral distance, horizontal distance) are the same for each of Ey;j,j,k, Ey ;i,j,k+1
and

H;i,j,k.

If the edge is angled, however, these displacements are different for each

component.
Figure 5.la shows an angled edge that intersects an FDTD cell that is to be
updated accurately. Looking at Figure 5.lb, we would essentially calculate a's for
each component as though the edge itself runs in a cartesian direction relative to
that particular component. This can be seen in the figure as the different yo for
each component. In this way, components that are near the metal edge have alarger
coefficient due to the singular field near the edge than those that are farther from
the edge. The benefit of using this technique is that the complex code developed for
the cartesian case can be adapted to this case with very little modification.
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a)

z;ij+1,k

b)

Ez;ij+1,k

Yo

Figure 5.1: An angled edge intersecting acell is shown in a. The edge as interpreted
by this algorithm is given as though there are three cartesian edges, each of adifferent
distance from the relevant field components.
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5.1.1

Cell Flagging Criteria

The cell flagging scheme from before is used in this case as well, with one exception.
Using the type of planar PEG structure used throughout this thesis, the H flagging
is dependent upon where the PEG edge is relative to the H cell of the plane it is
in, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
• If the edge is completely in the cell outside the updated H cell, flagging is as
in Figure 5.2a.
• If the edge crosses the cell boundary between the H cell and the cell inside,
flagging is as in Figure 5.2b.
If the edge is completely in the H update cell, flagging is as in Figure 5.2b.
All other flagging commitments remain the same. It is quite clear that this technique
will only work for edges at an angle less than 45°. For angles greater than this, one
can switch the orientation to which this algorithm applies, and one would then have
atruly 3D technique.

5.2

Resonant Waveguide experiment

To make apreliminary test of this technique, this thesis will use aboxed microstrip
resonator, the same as the one in the previous chapter that was used to test cartesian
edges with the main difference, of course, being that the resonant edge of the strip
is angled with respect to the FDTD mesh. Figure 5.3 shows the setup inside the
resonator. We change the angle 9that the edge makes with the x-axis from an angle
slightly less than 90° to an angle that is nearly 45°. The reason that only the edge
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Flagged for treatment

a)

b)

C)

Figure 5.2: Figure showing the range of flagging for H update cells. The flagging is
identical whether the metal is located to the left or right of the edge in the figure.
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Dielectric
Metal Sheet

16mm

8mm

Figure 5.3: The angled edge experiment.
that makes an angle is treated with the proposed technique is that the technique is
derived for only one direction or orientation of edge. Edges at an angle less than
45° can be treated by the proposed technique only rotated to another orientation of
cell. The results for this orientation are shown in Table 5.1. The SEFDTD results
are calculated at a spatial A

=

1.0mm, so these results compare very favourably

providing a result that is closer to the high mesh density staircasing at all angles.
In fact, the cases where the SEFDTD error is positive may be because the actual
resonant frequency of the structure is larger than that resolved by the A

=

0.1mm

simulation. This may be apossibility due to the fact that these edges are nearly at
a 45° angle to the FDTD mesh, which gives a greater staircasing error. It is also
clearly seen that the technique performs less effectively as the angle nears 45° to the
edge. This would make sense, as the technique assumes for each component that the
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Table 5.1: Table of angled resonator results. The results given are the error values.
These errors are calculated with respect to the SCFDTD algorithm used at ahigh
mesh density of 0.1mm.
SE 1.0mm(%)
9 1.0mm(%) 0.5mm(%) 0.25mm(%) 0.lmm(comparison)
-1.51
-0.48
5.7629 GHz
-4.29
85
+1.65%
5.8620 GHz
-4.05
-2.03
-0.81
80
+1.21%
-4.57
-2.27
5.9412 GHz
-0.93
+0.57%
75
6.0204
GHz
-5.49
-2.57
-1.05
+0.30%
70
6.1194 GHz
-6.51
-1.49
-1.23%
-3.30
65
-6.10
-3.19
-1.34
6.1986 GHz
-2.20%
60
-3.71
-1.63
6.2976 GHz
-6.85
-4.06%
55
-7.25
-1.80
6.3967 GHz
-6.44%
50
-3.90
edge travels in acartesian direction relative to that edge. Small angular differences
from that cartesian direction should provide more accurate results, and the table
clearly shows this. Numerical stability concerns are much the same as for the case
where cartesian edges are encountered. Once again, simulations with an excessive
number of time steps showed no signs of numerical instability.
Treatment of edges that occur at at 45° angles to the cartesian mesh using the
proposed technique are therefore not advised. A more suitable technique for treatment of these kinds of edges is that given in [16] and it is shown in [19] that it
provides very good results for resonant structures.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Testing and Validation
In order to validate or invalidate the efficacy of the technique presented within this
thesis, it is necessary to conduct anumber of experiments on realizable microwave
structures. These numerical simulations should provide an accurate description of
the real electromagnetic behaviour of a given structure. The models simulated in
this chapter are previously known, or recently investigated devices, and by using such
devices, one can compare the results from the presented SEFDTD algorithm with
results from astaircased FDTD algorithm, as well as results coming from physical
measurement of the devices. Through the remainder of this chapter the presented
technique will often be referred to as SE (Singularity Enhanced) FDTD, and the
standard staircased technique will be written as SC (StairCased) FDTD.
The two classes of structure that are to be tested belong to the broad class of
microstrip technologies. The first device is apatch antenna based structure, and the
second test is carried out on atapered microstrip waveguide. A generic microstrip
geometry is shown in Figure 1.2 and atypical microstrip structure composition was
discussed in chapter 1as well. Patch antennas have arelatively large surface area.
This effectively forms a'cavity' beneath the patch in which electromagnetic fields can
resonate. These resonant fields exist at certain frequencies for certain resonant modes
which are defined by the geometry of the resonant cavity and the substrate upon
which the patch is fabricated. The dominant resonant mode frequency is normally
where the antenna should operate for maximum efficiency. There will be two different
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types of simple geometry of patch antenna being tested here, a rectangular patch
and acircular patch.
Microstrip waveguides are formed by athinner strip of metal, and they are mostly
used as connection circuitry, impedance matching circuitry, as well as filters and
couplers for microwave networks carrying electromagnetic waves.

The waves are

guided for the most part underneath the thinner 'cavity' defined by the strip. Field
modes propagate as a quasi-Transverse Electro-Magnetic (TEM) waVe. The width
and height of the microstrip structure along with the electromagnetic properties
of the dielectric substrate determine the characteristic impedance of the line. This
characteristic impedance, in turn, determines much of the behaviour of the microstrip
waveguide at microwave frequencies. Tapered profiles in the microstrip's width can
be used in impedance matching sections, and may also be used to filter out certain
modes from the waveguide.
These particular tests have a certain goal for accuracy.

The primary goal of

these tests is to perform at alevel that is better than asimilar FDTD experiment
at the same mesh density, and as such, the actual percentage of error that will
be considered acceptable is determined by that particular FDTD setup. It is clear
that better results will be obtained by increasing the mesh density of asimple FDTD
experiment, however adoubling of the mesh density will require 16 times the amount
of running time for the same experiment, which can quickly become an acceptable
amount of computer resources. It is also important to note that for some of these
resonant structures, errors of even 1 or 2 percent would be seen to inaccurately
represent what is occuring on these antennas, since a change of a tiny amount of
frequency would reduce the response for these types of pointed structures.
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6.1

Rectangular Patch Antenna

The microstrip patch antenna was first proposed in 1953 by Deschamps [20], and
has been thoroughly investigated in the years afterwards. The rectangular patch antenna geometry can be modelled quite easily in astandard Stair-Cased (SC) FDTD
simulation provided the patch edges are chosen to be coincident with the E-field
components of the FDTD mesh that is used. The patch structure is a metal microstrip layer (the "patch") over top of a dielectric substrate which is again placed
above a metallic ground plane. The fields introduced under the patch resonate in
the volume defined by the patch, with fringing fields occuring near the edge of the
patch extending the effective geometry of this volume outwards.
Using the design techniques taken from [21], apatch antenna geometry has been
designed for operation at approximately 5.04 GHz.

A diagram of this particular

patch geometry is shown in Figure 6.1, with the edges that radiate the dominant
first-order mode being shown as dotted lines in the diagram. The substrate of the
patch is 4.0mm in thickness, with arelative permittivity
dimensions of the patch are L = 12.8mm and W

=

(c,.)

of 4.0, while the two

20.0mm. The substrate dielectric

is also lossless, such that the signals will resonate for longer periods of time, giving
us better frequency domain results. The dominant resonant edges are the two longer
edges, meaning that the resonant frequency is primarily determined by the length
L.

The simulated patch is fed using a pseudo co-axial feed wire extending from

the surface of the patch to a distance 3/4 of the thickness of the substrate. The
feed line is shown in Figure 6.2 and it's also important to note that the feed line is
located directly on Er-field components within the FDTD mesh. A resistive FDTD
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W=20mm

Observation

L=12.8mm

Feed Location
Figure 6.1: The rectangular patch antenna geometry as specified for this experiment.
Shown are the locations of the wire feed and the observation point. These two points
are centered along the W dimension on the patch. The edges shown as dotted lines
are the radiating edges for the dominant mode of the patch.

Patch

Substrate

FDTD Thin Wire

Ground Plane
Resistive Excitation
Figure 6.2: The wire used to feed the patch is coincident with z-directed E-field
components.
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excitation with asource impedance of 502 is then used to excite the wire feed which
in turn excites the patch. The B-field observation point is shown in Figure 6.1 as
well. This observation is ameasurement of the z-directed electric field extending
from the ground plane to the patch at that particular point. This is essentially a
determination of the voltage at that point on the patch structure.
The initial FDTD mesh used to simulate this structure has dimension of 40.0mm
by 40.0mm by 12.00mm in the x, y and z directions, respectively. The patch is
located within az-plane in the mesh. This mesh has been built with FDTD cells
having aspatial A (width) of 0.8mm. The mesh so defined is then 50 cells by 50 cells
by 15 cells, giving atotal number of 30000 FDTD cells. The patch geometry shown
in Figure 6.1 can therefore be modelled as 16 cells long by 25 cells wide, with 5cells
being the height of the substrate. The edges of the patch will fall along E and E
components, and this is easily seen to also be the case if the spatial A is halved.
The FDTD simulation is terminated on all boundaries except z= 0by a2nd-order
Mur Absorbing Boundary Condition (ABC) [22]. Test simulations of the structures
have been run with both Mur ABC's and Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)'s, with
no difference being seen in the results. It was decided to use a Mur ABC due to
its shorter running time. The z= 0boundary is the metallic ground plane of the
structure, so it is modelled simply as an electric wall.

6.1.1

Rectangular Patch Antenna Numerical Measurements

A reference simulation has been carried out using the Method of Moments (MoM)
frequency-domain technique. In particular, we are using the software called 'Momentum' which has been developed by Hewlett Packard. The MoM technique is often
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considered to provide quite accurate results for certain types of geometries provided
the mesh size is small enough. For my investigations, I've run several simulations
with Momentum, and in order to provide for the correct amount of resolution for
the technique, Ihave continually made the mesh finer and finer, until the,, results
appeared to be stable. This was the same technique that is used for all of the MoM
calculations in this chapter.
As well for this rectangular patch antenna experiment, several FDTD simulations
have also been run, with avarying spatial A for the staircased FDTD treatment. A
simulation was also run using the original Mur edge treatment algorithm, covered
previously in this report (section 3.1) and originally presented in [13]. To quickly
restate, this is the technique whereby the radial cell lengths at the metal edge are
increased by a factor

V'.

The excitation signal being used is a frequency shifted

gaussian impulse with acenter frequency at 5.0 GHz. The excitation band extends
1.0 GHz above and below this center frequency. Time-domain and frequency-domain
plots of this excitation is shown in Figure 6.3. The resonant frequency of the patch
is then measured at the observation point shown in Figure 6.1. Three simulations of
increasing mesh density (smaller spatial L) using the SC technique were conducted,
along with asimulation using the Mur V2
- technique (denoted as SE-Mur algorithm).
The results of these resonant frequency measurements are shown in Table 6.1. Errors
in Table 6.1 are measured with respect to the frequency-domain MoM technique's
results.
It is immediately obvious that SC FDTD treatment results in a resonant frequency that is less than both the original design spec, and the method of moments
technique. This was also the case with the preliminary tests carried out in Chapter
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Excitation signal in time and frequency domains
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Figure 6.3: The frequency shifted gaussian impulse used to excite the rectangular
patch. Both time and frequency domain characteristics are shown.

Table 6.1: The measured frequencies of the rectangular patch. All FDTD simulations
are conducted with aCourant Number C = 0.999.
Algorithm A(mm)
fr (GHz) error(%)
mom
4.865
0.00
4.621
-5.02
SC
0.8
0.4
4.658
-4.25
SC
0.2
4.663
-4.15
SC
SE_Mur
4.537
-6.74
0.8
SE..Mur2
4.641
-4.60
0.8
-
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4. As can also be seen in Table 6.1, the resonant frequency discovered by using the
v12
- factor near the edges (Algorithm

=

SE-Mur) returns aresult that is, in fact, less

accurate than the results given by decreasing spatial A in aSC FDTD simulation. A
second simulation was run using the Mur algorithm, only this time the

factor was

only applied to the resonant edges. This algorithm is denoted as SEMur2 in Table
6.1, and it shows a result that is only slightly more accurate than the staircased
algorithm at the same mesh density. The decreased effectiveness of the Mur algorithm in a3D simulation was unexpected as the mathematics involved in deriving the
technique are fairly straightforward, yet it was not clear that the update equations
would break down at the corner of the structure as it was discovered. The original
paper however, conducts tests for a 2D case only, so this has not been thoroughly
explored.
A brief investigation into this behaviour shows that the Mur algorithm applied on
both edges will create artifacts at the corners of the metal patch due to the two cells
adjacent to the corner cell being updated using the Mur technique. These cells are
located

1

cell above and below the patch itself, in the TE plane. The component

that appears to be most affected by the 3D Mur technique is the E component
located directly above and below the corner. This E component is updated using
two H-components, one H
technique.

and one

II,

which are each updated using the Mur

The cells involved are shown in Figure 6.4.

The affected E appears

to be pushed artificially low compared to the SC simulations. These results verify
that the Mur technique for treatment of sharp metal edges can only be used for
increasing accuracy of a 2D FDTD simulation. There might be apossible remedy
to this problem for aright-angled corner such as that presented here, but is left as
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Mur H
affected E

Metal Patch

Metal Corner

Mur H
S

Figure 6.4: The problems with the Mur technique on a 3D cornered structure are
caused by the cells shown in this figure.
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a future research project. The technique presented in this report is built to work
like the Mur technique for edges falling on the cartesian mesh and it is therefore not
effectively used when the patch geometry contains sharp corners. Continuing to test
the efficacy of the presented technique in 3D FDTD simulations, structures which do
not contain these types of corners are required. This seriously limits the classes of
structure which the Mur technique can be effectively applied to, and by extension,
it also similarly limits the use of the technique presented in this thesis.

6.2

Circular Patch Antenna

For further validation of the algorithm presented in this thesis, another simple patch
structure with edges that are not cartesian in nature is required. In order to avoid
the problem outlined in the preceding section, the patch geometry must not contain
corners. A natural choice to fit these criteria is acircular patch antenna. It is realized
in much the same way as the rectangular patch, with the exception of its circular
geometry. Where the rectangular patch geometry has two degrees of freedom, one in
the width of the patch and the other in the length of the patch, the circular antenna
has asingle degree of freedom in the radius of the patch. Obviously, since the circular
patch has no cartesian edges, the standard staircased FDTD simulation will have a
geometry that differs from that of areal circular patch. However, as the density of
the FDTD mesh used to model the circular patch increases, the circular patch is
increasingly represented accurately by the SC FDTD algorithm.
The patch being specified for this experiment is quite similar to the previously
used rectangular microstrip patch. The substrate is identical, as is the feed line being
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Observation

1
6mm

Center of Patch
Feed Location
Figure 6.5: The circular patch antenna geometry. The substrate characteristics are
identical to those used for the previously texted rectangular patch.
used (see Figure 6.2). For our simulations, the feed line is always located 4.0mm
from the center of the patch. The observation is taken in the same way as before.
We measure the electric field directed from the ground plane to the patch. The fields
are observed on the opposite side of the patch, at a distance of 6.0mm from the
centre of the patch. The first patch dimensions to be looked at are those used in
the papers [9] and [10], namely acircular patch with aradius of 10mm. A diagram
of the patch geometry is shown in Figure 6.5. Finally, abroadband pulse signal is
used in order to excite the patch across alarger frequency spectrum. The excitation
signal for this simulation is shown in Figure 6.6.
The theoretical value for the dominant mode's resonant frequency is shown in
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Figure 6.6: Broadband pulse used to excite the circular patch antenna.
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Equation 6.1 which is taken from [21].
1.8412v 0

f
r

(6.1)

The ae term represents an effective radius of the patch, taking account of fringing
fields as well as the differing dielectrics in the regions of the patch. v0 is the speed
of light in free space. A formula for ae is given in [21] as well.
1

a=a1+ 2h [
In (7a )" +1.7726]}
1.
'irae,
Where ais the original patch radius,

e

1/2

(6.2)

is the relative permittivity of the substrate,

and his the thickness of the substrate. All dominant mode resonant frequency results
for the circular patch are compared to the resonant frequency value produced by the
MoM simulation results.

6.2.1

Circular Patch Antenna Numerical Measurements

According to Equations 6.1 and 6.2, for aradius of 10.0mm, the dominant resonant
mode should exist at approximately 4.014 0Hz. A MoM experiment has shown this
patch to have adominant resonant frequency of 3.838 0Hz, and it is this value that
we will use for comparison. Once again, results are obtained for three different SC
meshes, along with results from the presented Singularity Enhanced (SE) technique
at the lowest mesh density.

The spectral results are shown in Figure 6.7.

The

spectra have been individually normalized to allow for abetter comparison. As can
be seen, the standard FDTD treatment produces a resonant spike at a frequency
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Figure 6.7: Frequency spectrum results of different techniques applied. The legend denotes the type of algorithm, and the number after the decimal point in the
mesh size, so for example, SE8 is the singularity enhanced algorithm with spatial
= 0.8mm. All spectra have been individually normalized.
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Table 6.2: Circular patch of radius 10mm resonance results. Results for both the
first and second order resonant frequencies are shown. (* The FDTD mesh used
for these simulations maintains agrid A in the zdirection of 0.8mm, while the grid
is 2.5mm in the planar coordinate directions.
error(%)
(mm)
f,, (GHz)
Algorithm
fr(GHZ) error(%)
-3.20
6.15
-4.95
3.715
SC
0.8
-1.72
6.15
-4.95
0.4
3.772
SC
6.22
-3.87
0.2
3.822
-0.42
SC
3.4
4.265
11.13
6.69
SE
0.8
6.47
0.0
mom
3.838
0.00
2.5(*)
DM-SC
-4.12
3.68
2.5(*)
-2.29
DM
3.75
DMJMoM
3.80
-0.99
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

below 4 GHz. Subsequent increases in the density of the FDTD mesh will slowly
increase the resonant frequency towards the 4GHz mark. The SE algorithm produces
aresonance at afrequency well above 4GHz. As well, the next two higher resonant
modes in the frequency spectrum are represented as larger 'spikes' when the patch
is treated with the proposed algorithm whereas the SC algorithm does not produce
higher order resonances that are so pronounced. In fact, the SE result is somewhat
misleading as it looks as though the signal is resonating at 6.5GHz. This is obviously
aproblem due to the fact that we expect this patch to have it's dominant resonant
mode being the lower frequency mode. It is a possibility that the effective radius
change due to singular field updates would change the mode pattern of the patch,
and the measurement point would pick up the higher order mode more effectively,
but the higher mesh density SC results show this to not be as much of afactor since
the second order mode is converging on avalue which is much smaller. The numerical
results are shown in Table 6.2. All error results in Table 6.2 are taken with respect
to the MoM technique results. Also included in Table 6.2 were the results given in
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[9] for identical patch dimensions. The three results given in [9] are:
1. DM-SC
2. DM

-

-

staircased treatment

Dey-Mittra algorithm treatment

3. DMMoM

-

Method of Moments technique

It is important to note that the results given in the citation were calculated with an
FDTD mesh that had the same spatial A in the zdirection as the simulations carried
out here, but acoarser spatial L

=

2.5mm in the other two cartesian directions.

It is quite obvious that the proposed SE technique produces af that is much
larger than the resonant frequencies given by the high mesh density staircase meshing
and the method of moments techniques.

The results from [9] also show similar

performance characteristics for the SE algorithm and the MoM technique.

This

is an obvious problem with the proposed technique, and begins to show that this
technique may not be awholly effective treatment of non-cartesian sharp metal edges.
The second order resonant frequency for this case is predicted more closely by the
presented method, however only by avery small margin. As well, the qualitative
differences in the graph pose a problem for the validity of the technique as well.
Artifacts such as the pronounced second order resonance prevent the technique from
being used to make accurate analysis of the patch frequency characteristics. It should
be the case for all experiments that the lower frequency mode is the larger mode.
MoM simulation results showed the second order resonant frequency to be much
smaller in magnitude than the first order frequency, and this is corroborated by the
increasingly dense SC simulations, however the SEFDT]J technique does not show
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Table 6.3: Circular Patch of radius 8mm resonance results.
Algorithm /.(mm)
fr(GHZ) error(%)
fr2 (GHZ) error(%)
4.404
-5.25
SC
0.8
6.99
-11.52
0.4
4.530
-2.54
SC
7.16
-9.37
0.2
4.604
SC
-0.95
7.25
-8.23
SE
0.8
5.324
14.54
1.14
7.99
mom
4.648
0.00
7.90
0.0
-

this characteristic at all. In fact, the SEFDTD technique shows the second order
resonant frequency to be much larger, which is incorrect. Of course, once again, this
could be a result of the effective width of the patch altering the particular mode
patterns that are being measured, but the SC results would also change this effective
width and we see no such change.
Similar experiments were carried out for a circular patch that had a radius of
8mm. The substrate characteristics, the excitation signal and the observation criteria
were identical to the previously experiment on the r

-

10mm circular patch.

A

comparison of the frequency spectra for the techniques used are shown in Figure 6.8
and the numerical results are given in Table 6.3 The experimental results for this
case show many of the same properties as those we have seen for the tests conducted
on the circular patch with aradius of 10mm. The dominant resonant mode shows a
frequency which is much higher than that predicted by the high-density staircased
simulation and the method of moments simulation, indicating that these singularity
enhanced results may be in error once again.

The second order resonant mode

frequency is much more accurately calculated with the proposed technique, however,
similarly to the case of radius 10mm, the second order resonant mode is strongly
misrepresented as being much larger when the proposed SE technique is applied.
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Figure 6.8: Fr
equency spectrum results of different techniques applied to acircular
patch of radius 8mm. All spectra have been individually normalized once again.
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Figure 6.9: The tapered microstrip layout, with the edges being updated using the
SE technique shown as dotted lines, and the standard FDTD metal edges shown as
the solid line. Both ends of the microstrip are terminated in aPML boundary.

6.3

Tapered Microstrip Waveguide

For a final test of the proposed FDTD technique, it will be applied to a tapered
microstrip line structure. Microstrip tapers are used in microstrip microwave networks for matching purposes, and effectively characterizing them with anumerical
technique such as FDTD is a much cheaper solution than building the structure
to fully determine its characteristics before placing it into the complete microwave
network. The microstrip taper structure that we are testing is specified in [23], and
the microstrip geometry is shown in Figure 6.9. For this particular experiment, the
maximum width of the taper (Wmax )is 5.1mm, the width of the stripline (Wmin )is
2.1mm, and the length of the tapered section (Ii) is 38.1mm. The substrate upon
which this microstrip is built is 0.75mm thick, with arelative electric permittivity
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=

2.6. These are the specifications of circuit A from [23].

6.3.1

Calibration of numerical measurements

In order to properly characterize the wave transmission characteristics of this device,
one needs to terminate both ends of the microstrip in an ABC of some kind. For
the FDTD code used to perform the simulation, aPML boundary is an appropriate
choice, however this introduces some minor problems to the experiment. A section
of microstrip treated with the SE FDTD algorithm will cause reflections at the
PML boundary due to the fact that the prescribed metal edge update equations are
not properly extended into the PML. The metal strip itself can be extended into
the PML, however the treatment, as has been seen, effectively alters the width of
the strip, which then alters the characteristic impedance of the strip. This change
of impedance causes reflections at the PML boundary. In Order to deal with this
reflection, several new calibration simulations will need to be carried out.
The procedure used to calibrate these numerical experiments is the Thru-ReflectLine (TRL) calibration procedure originally presented in [24] and the reader is directed to [25] for the mathematical derivation of the calibration technique.

The

mathematics are quite straightforward, however there is one important point to be
considered, which will be discussed in amoment. Also, it is quickly noted that the
TRL calibration procedure was created for the calibration of the four port network
analyser, however, by treating the FDTD sources and observation points as ports, we
can easily apply the method to the calibration of FDTD numerical simulations. The
reference planes for the calibration procedure are chosen to be 1.2mm inwards from
the transition from normal micrsostrip to singularity-enhanced microstrip FDTD.
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Figure 6.10: The reference planes to be used for calibration. The reference planes
will be located 1.2mm inwards from the transition point.
These reference planes are shown in Figure 6.10.

In order to carry out this cali-

bration, one must first run areference simulation to give acopy of the input signal.
This reference simulation is of astraight microstrip treated with the standard FDTD
method.
Now, the Thru connection of the calibration requires that the reference planes
are connected together. In order to do this, an FDTD simulation as shown in Figure
6.11 is carried out. The section of microstrip that is to be treated with the singularity
updates is 2.4mm long, as is required by our reference planes. The Reflect connection
was carried out by using an open termination of the microstrip within the SE region.
This connection is shown in Figure 6.12. These two connections, the Thru and the
Reflect connection, are fairly straightforward to develop within an FDTD framework.
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Figure 6.11: Thru connection.

Figure 6.12: Reflect connection.
The Line connection, however, requires more care to properly define.
The Line connection is much like that shown in Figure 6.11, however, the length
of the line which is used is important in determining the frequency band over which
the calibration can be used.

For instance, the TRL calibration technique works

optimally for alength of line which is aquarter wavelength, and the calibration does
not work when the phase change occuring over the line is between 180° and 360°. So,
the first step in finding this optimal line length is to determine the frequency range of
interest. For this purpose, the frequency range which will be designed for is the band
contained within 3GHz and 13GHz. The center frequency of this band is 8GHz, and
the length of line which will be one quarter of awavelength on this microstrip at this
frequency is the optimum line length required by the calibration. This wavelength
can be found by knowing the velocity of aquasi-TEM electromagnetic wave travelling
along the microstrip line.
Since the velocity of the electromagnetic wave differs from free space, we have to
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calculate an effective

€ for

this structure. This is taken from [25], and is given here

as:
€
r +1
=

2

Where in our particular case, W
€ is

=

+

€
r

1
2

(6.3)

J1+l2

2.1mm, d= 0.75mm, and

€

=

2.6. The effective

calculated to be 2.148. Solving for aquarter wavelength for this particular wave's

phase velocity and afrequency of 8GHz:

-

3e8/'2.148

-

44f

=

4x8e9

(6.4)

6.397mm

In order to conform this value to the initial mesh we are using(A.

=

0.15mm), these

calibrations will use aLine length of 6.45mm.
One needs to test whether or not this calibration performs as we expect.

In

order to do so, an FDTD simulation was carried out for the purposes of recovering
the S21 transmission characteristics of asimple length of microstrip line. The line
simulation is carried out on a structure like that shown in Figure 6.11, however
the length of the line that is treated using the singularity enhancements is, in this
case, 41mm long. The TRL calibration procedure as outlined above was applied
to the numerical results.

The magnitude of S21 is shown both before and after

this calibration in Figure 6.13. The measurement taken before calibration shows the
magnitude of higher frequency components to be increased more than lower frequency
components. From [25] it is seen that the attenuation due to lossy dielectric is given
by:
-

ad

-

k0€r(€e
1) tan
2.J(€r
1)
-

-

(6.5)
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S21 Measurement before and after TRL calibration
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Figure 6.13: S21 characteristics of asimple microstrip line both before and after a
TRL calibration has been performed.
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The dielectric attenuation

(ad)

increases proportionately to the wave number (k0),

which itself is proportional to the frequency of the mode.
1
koccf

(6.6)

We can see in Figure 6.13 that the modes travelling along the microstrip at ahigher
frequency are attenuated more, and hence we see the value of S21 falling below 1.
This gives us abasic indication that the calibration technique is functioning correctly.

6.3.2

Tapered Microstrip Numerical Measurements

Experimental results of the Sli characteristic of the tapered microstrip taken from
[23], for a default spatial A of 0.15mm are shown as circles in Figure 6.14. The
SEFDTD results have been calibrated using the TRL procedure outlined in the
previous section, and as aresult can be compared directly to the SC results and the
experimental results. It is clearly seen that the SC technique provides results that
match better to the experimental results from [23] than the SEFDTD results. This
is likely due to the fine-grained mesh that is being used for this particular numerical
simulation.
What is required is to examine how these two different numerical techniques will
respond to a change in the mesh density. For the SEFDTD technique to be truly
effective, areduction in the number of cells in the simulation should degrade the
SC simulation results to a greater degree.
conducted at mesh

L

With this in mind, experiments were

values of 0.30mm and 0.60mm, two successive doublings of

the mesh size. The spectral results for the A

=

0.30mm case are shown in Figure
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Final Results for Tapered Microstrip Si 1
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Figure 6.14: Tapered microstrip numerical and experimental results for mesh L
0.15mm.
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Final Results for Tapered Microstrip Si 1
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Figure 6.15: Tapered microstrip numerical and experimental results for mesh
0.30mm.
6.15. It is once again apparent that the SC simulation outperforms the SEFDTD
algorithm. This is probably once again due to the fact that the mesh is small enough
to accurately characterize this structure when the SC technique is used. The spatial
discretization of the mesh will now further be decreased to degrade the results more.
An ideal outcome for the next experiment would show the SEFDTD algorithm's
accounting of the edge distances through the a terms should outweigh the errors
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Final Results for Tapered Microstrip Si 1

Figure 6.16: Tapered microstrip numerical and experimental results for mesh z
0.60mm.
caused by the coarseness of the L

=

=

0.60mm mesh.

The graphed spectral results for both algorithms at the further reduced mesh
density is shown in 6.16. The most obvious thing to note about this graph is the
difference in the shape of the Sli profile from the experimental results.

This is

primarily due to the coarseness of the FDTD mesh being unable to account for the
tapered structure. It is also apparent that the weighting of the coefficients in the
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SEFDTD algorithm does not completely counteract the loss of accuracy due to the
SC meshing errors due to the coarser mesh.
So, once again, even though neither algorithm produces particularly accurate
results, the SC algorithm outperforms the SEFDTD algorithm presented in this
thesis. Some of the error values produced by the SEFDTD algorithm are particularly
pronounced, and some are not as bad as the SC method. It is clear that the algorithm
produced in this thesis can't completely overcome the errors created by using acoarse
FDTD mesh for this particular test case.

6.4

General Observations

After observing the numerical invalidity of the technique, it's important to also note
some of the qualitative issues with regards to the proposed technique. First of all,
it must be mentioned that the numerical results provided by the SEFDTD were
not quite satisfactory. However, the implementation of the technique should also be
considered for acomplete analysis of the proposed method. The SEFDTD technique
presented in this thesis is relatively simple to implement when introduced for asingle
orientation of the metal edge with respect to the cell. However, it was discovered by
the author that acomplete implementation of this technique for an arbitrary planar
structure is quite difficult to achieve and requires a significant amount of time to
realize and test. This is particularly true for a 3D FDTD code. In the opinion of
the author, even if the SE technique gave satisfactory numerical results, it would
still not be abest solution due to the complexity of the resulting code and structure
specification criteria. This complexity mainly appears during the section of code
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which determines the particular cells which would need to be updated using the
proposed update equations. Much of this complexity would also further reduce the
efficacy of other FDTD techniques which may be present in the code since these
will be required to integrate with the SEFDTD update equations. An example of
this was seen in the tapered microstrip experiment with the PML boundary of the
simulation.
It is also very important to note that the when the technique is implemented
correctly, the author noted no instances of numerical instability due to the weighted
coefficients. A number of simulations were run on structures similar to the circular
patch antenna, only with no substrate, and electric walls on all sides to allow no
energy to get out.

Simulations running as many 50,000-100,000 time steps were

conducted without exhibiting numerical instability. This is particularly noteworthy,
as the Courant factor on all of the SEFDTD simulations carried out was as close to
1as is possible (e.g. 0.999). This stability was not unexpected however, as the Mur
technique for treatment of metal edges located on FDTD field components prescribes
acoefficient of

V',

and the technique presented in this thesis prescribes acoefficient

that is always less than \/.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, a new technique for treatment of sharp planar metal edges located
at an arbitrary angle to the standard cartesian FDTD mesh was presented. This
technique makes use of the singular nature of the electromagnetic fields located close
to the metal edge. The proposed technique was also designed to behave similarly to
atechnique previously seen in the literature when the sharp metal edge is located
directly on atangential E-field component within the FDTD mesh. The proposed
technique, building on this foundation, was designed to handle sharp FEC edges that
make an angle less than 45° to the standard cartesian FDTD mesh. Treatment of
larger angles is accomplished by rotating the derivation of the technique, and as such,
the entire range of possible edge angles can then be treated with this new technique.
The Courant limit requirements of standard FDTD need not be modified to use this
proposed technique, and numerical stability has not proved to be an issue.

7.1

Numerical Validity of New Technique

The preliminary tests which were conducted on the simple boxed microstrip resonator
showed promise for the new technique. These tests were carried out in chapters 4
and 5, but it is important to note that the structure upon which these results were
simulated was not aparticularly useful or realistic microwave structure, however, by
using the proposed algorithm on the single edge, one sees results which are corn-
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parable to simulations which had a much higher number of FDTD cells. Another
important thing to note about these successful tests were that the proposed update
equations were only used in one direction (i.e. one orientation of metal edge), and
as such, the algorithm was fairly straightforward to implement.
The results of the numerical tests on the fully 3D simulations conducted with this
new simulation algorithm were less than favourable. First of all, it was discovered
that the proven (in 2.5D simulations) Mur technique for metal edges does not specifically work in a full 3D simulation of a square structure and breaks down around
the corners. Then experiments were carried out on the circular patch antenna structures which had no corners to worry about. Many of the results of the frequency
domain analysis of the resonant patch antenna structures were in error by alarger
amount than the SC FDTD simulations. This is aproblem in itself, but on top of
that, the new SEFDTD introduces artifacts into the spectral results which give a
misleading representation of the electromagnetic characteristics of these structures.
In particular, the proposed technique greatly increased the magnitude of the second
order resonant mode, when areal patch antenna would have it's strongest mode at
the lower frequency.
For the non-resonant structure which was tested, that being the tapered microstrip line, the technique was not able to overcome the errors caused by staircasing
of the taper itself. This is obviously another problem with the technique, since the
purpose of this method is to allow accurate simulation of non-cartesian planar structures with arelatively coarse mesh density. It can also be qualitatively noted that the
frequency spectrum results provided by the proposed algorithm differ at the higher
frequency ranges from the high-density SC FDTD simulations.
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To reconcile this discrepancy between the successful 2D simulations carried out
and the ineffective 3D simulations, it must be noted that the Mur technique also,
encountered difficulties when moving to the higher dimension of experiment.

It

may also be the case for the proposed technique that a 'corner'-like effect occurs
in those simulations such as the circular patch antenna test where the technique
was implement for differing orientations of edges being applied next to each other.
However, when looking at the tapered microstrip, the entire approximation used to
treat the angled edges with the proposed technique needs to be called into question
since the entire tapered edge is oriented in the same direction.
Other items to mention with regards to this technique's effectiveness are the
complexity of implementation, and numerical stability of the algorithm. Numerical
stability of the technique was not an issue for the experiments carried out here, so it
may be worth looking into this kind of method further, however, the implementation
of the method, for a 3D code in particular, is quite difficult. It is the opinion of
the author that aproperly implemented DMFDTD algorithm as outlined in [9] or
a high density SC FDTD method is more effective for dealing with these types of
structures. These techniques are relatively simple to implement compared to the
proposed algorithm, and the specification of planar geometries for use by the techniques is much simpler, allowing for amore readily usable algorithm. In particular,
a fully 3D implementation of the proposed technique requires a certain amount of
flagging code to determine which cells require special updating due to metal edge
intersection.
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7.2

Further Work for this Area

Obviously, there is still opportunity for continued work in this area.

There may

still be amethod of dealing with non-cartesian sharp planar edges that is much more
effective and simpler to implement than the technique outlined in this thesis. Another
area of work which will probably much more straightforward to deal with is the
implementation of the Mur

algorithm in 3D. This would require adetermination

of the problems that have been encountered at the corners of the structure, and after
that, an effective treatment which can deal with those corners.
Also, the effectiveness of the algorithm for the preliminary 2D tests show that
there may be some promise in using the angled edge type of approximation for certain
test cases. It may, in fact, be possible to use asimilar assumption to that outlined
in chapter 5to treat structures of different types that fall at angles to the cartesian
edge. It is the author's opinion however, that the complexity required to implement
such atechnique in 3D may not be an effective trade-off for the technique unless the
algorithm can accurately outperform standard FDTD type simulations of amuch
higher mesh density.

7.3

Final Words

In conclusion, the technique developed and presented in this thesis has turned out to
be less effective than simply using an FDTD simulation with the same mesh density.
The technique was relatively new, and unforeseen complications in implementation
and numerical efficacy bring one to conclude that it is not an effective treatment
of non-cartesian sharp metal edges. This thesis has also given relevant information
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on previously used techniques for treatment of sharp metal non-cartesian structures
in FDTD. These techniques have their own requirements on time step and stability,
and otherwise, techniques like that of Mur have been found to not be effective on
certain metal edge structures containing corners, however, they provide a reliable
basis upon which the FDTD practitioner can simulate many different planar metal
structures.
It is the author's opinion, that due to the implementation complexity of the proposed algorithm, combined with alack of satisfactory numerical results, the proposed
technique is not recommended as a starting point for further work on these types
of structures. Some of the ideas and assumptions presented in this thesis may be
interesting to experiment with again in adifferent setting, but for the case of sharp
metal edges, it may be the most effective method to use ahigher number of cells and
computer resources to simulate the same geometry.
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Appendix A
FDTD Algorithm Basis and Derivation
The FDTD algorithm can be described simply as an approximation to Maxwell's curl
equations in adiscretized spatial and temporal domain. It is used to effectively simulate the basic physical principles of electromagnetism on acomputer. The temporal
discretization of the algorithm allows for atime-evolution of the stored simulation
fields and the spatial discretization can be modified to account for the size of the
geometries, as well as the wavelength of interest.

The spatial discretization also

corresponds to the amount of computer memory required to run agiven simulation.
Every grid cell effectively requires storage space for the electric and magnetic field
components in the 3cartesian directions and the material parameters at that particular point in space. Increasing the density of the mesh increases simulation accuracy
at the cost of higher memory usage and longer simulation running time.
The quantized temporal domain is determined by the speed of light in the ambient
simulation medium (usually free space with the speed of light being c= 3x 10 8?).
The time-step of the simulation is also tied to the dimensions of the mesh( Ax, Ay,
Az). For acubic mesh, we will often refer to A = Lx
density requires asmaller

At

=

Ay = Az. A higher mesh

meaning more time steps are required to simulate the

same extent in time.
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A.1

Maxwell's Equations

Following upon discoveries made by Ampere, Faraday, Gauss and others, James Clerk
Maxwell was able to succintly state the behaviour of time-varying electromagnetic
fields using four rather simple looking differential equations.

In differential form,

these are:

(A.1)
at

(A.2)

at

VD=p

(A.3)

V•H=V•B=0

(A.4)

where E and H are electric and magnetic field magnitude, respectively, D and B
are electric and magnetic flux density, respectively, J is electric current, and p is
volumetric charge density at a given point in space. Electric or magnetic flux are
related to electric or magnetic field through the constitutive relationships:

D=E

(A.5)

B=H

(A.6)

and u are the magnetic permeability and electric permittivity of the material in
which the field exists, and they simply describe the amount of energy that can be
stored in the material at an instant of time, with

e

denoting electric energy storage

capability, and p denoting magnetic energy storage capability.

Differing material
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properties are taken account of by applying a coefficient which signifies the ratio
between the materials permittivity(E) or permeability(t) and the permittivity or
permeability of free space(€o and /Lo respectively):

(A.7)
(A.8)

The material can thus be specified by e, and

j,..

It is also important to point out the integral forms of Maxwells equations(A.1A.4):

CE.dlffs

dSILffs

at

dS

H.d1.jffSD.dS+ffsJ.dS6ffs(c+J)

(A.9)
dS

(A.10)
(A.11)

ffs B.dS=

3 pJ1.dS0

(A.12)

These four integral equations taken in the limit to an infinitessimal point are equivalent to the forms given in A.1-A.4. Maxwell's equations also have names given to
them by their initial discoverers:
• Faraday's law of induction, given by Equations A.1 and A.9
• Ampere's circuital law, given by Equations A.2 and A.10
• Gauss' law, given by Equations A.3 and A.11
with the equation given by A.4 and A.12 describing the fact that there is no magnetic
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monopole in the physical world.
These four equations describe the full range of classical (i.e. no quantum mechanical effects) electromagnetic phenomena in a continous spatial domain, and a
continous time-domain, independently of the coordinate system used.

They can

be used to derive analytical solutions to problems involving mathematically defined
structures.

These structures will create boundary conditions on these equations,

oftentimes enabling aproper solution. The boundary conditions defining the interface between two materials are important to note when speaking about Maxwell's
equations. For an ideal conductor, we have the two conditions:

m xH
nxE=O

(A.13)
(A.14)

Where nis an outward pointing normal to the FEC surface. Equation A.14 basically
states that tangential electric field on aconductor is zero.
Certain structures can be analytically unyielding of a solution.

A brute-force

approach to obtaining solutions to these complicated boundary value problems in
electromagnetics is what FDTD provides, Of course, abrute-force technique requires
the use of computational hardware to solve any problem in areasonable amount of
time. Such computation can only be accomplished between individual components
and not continous quantities, so these equations must be discretized.
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A.2

Deriving FDTD from the Differential Forms

A much more detailed discussion of the derivation of FDTD is given in [2]. A simple
description of the technique's derivation should be adequate for this thesis. The H
update will only be derived in the x direction, as the other derivations for the E
and H field components in other directions are performed in asimilar manner. The
FDTD algorithm is derived within acartesian coordinate system.
To begin, expand the curl equation describing the magnetic field changing with
time (Equation A.1). The curl equation:
OH
—-=VxE

(A.15)

becomes (since for this derivation, one is interested only in the Ii term changing
with time):
-

-.L----

OEoy

OE
Oz

(A.16)

Performing the spatial derivatives by using a finite difference approximation. For
example, the first term from the right hand side is:
M.

=

-

ay
where Ez
z
,
hi

=

E (Yhi) and E,10

=

Yhi

-

Yb

(A.17)

E (Yb). Similarly, for the second spatial derivative

in Equation A.16:
My

Ey ,
hi

=

OZ

where again, Ey, hi

=

E(zhj) and E, 10

Zhi

=

-

E, 10

(A.18)
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AY
A

Ey;i,j,k+1

i,j ,k

A

A

z;i,j+ 1,k

Hx;i,j,k

Ey; i
,j ,k
Figure A.1: A cell face showing the H update cell with relevant E components. x
is directed outwards from the paper.
If these two finite differences are centered on the H component, apicture of the
cell face is the result. A simple cell face for this particular case (Hi)is shown in Figure
A.1. Writing the lower E and the lower E as belonging to this cell, giving them the
form Ey ;j,j,k and
right E as

Ez;i,j,k

Ez;j,j+1,k,

respectively and then writing the upper E as Ey ;j,j,k+1 and the

as in the diagram an explicit labeling scheme is produced. This

labeling scheme corresponds with an array indexing scheme in acomputer program.
The lower corner of agiven cell is then located at (iLx, jLy, kL\z) in space.
A time-step index is now needed to determine the current time-step for these
components. This is basically to specify at which point in time these current field
values are valid. This integer time-step is defined as n, meaning the step noccurs n/it
seconds after the simulation starts. This time index can be written as asuperscript
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and Equation A.16 using finite spatial difference approximations becomes:
UIITh
x;i,j,k

z;i,j+1,k

-

at

—Ez;i,j,k

AY

-

y;i,j,k+1

—E'y;i,j,k

Az

(A.19)

It is important to note that this equation describes the relationship between field
components on the given cell face at atime nLt.
Now, all that is left to do is to approximate the time derivative in Equation A.19.
The same finite differencing technique is used to obtain an approximation to the
derivative

It must be centered at n/..t. The way that this is accomplished is

at

to take afinite difference approximation between the two values of H;iJ,k at (n— )Lt
and (n +' )At. The equation then becomes:
yn+1/2
11 x;i,j,k

n-1/2
-

'
-'z;i,j+l,k

-

At

'-'z;iJ,k

-

Ay

-

R--- '
12
;i,j,k

-

At

-

rn

[LI

z;i,j+1,k

(A.20)

-

Az

Re-arranging to get an equation solving for

Hn+h/2

Ly;i,j,k+1

i1/2

—E

z;i,j,k

y;i,j,k+1

—ETh

y;i,j,k

Az

1.Y

and this is the FDTD update equation for H%
x;i
2.It is easy to see that

(A.21)

H%2

can

be found using only previously stored H, E, and E values.
In order to derive the update equations for E field components, one follows a
similar process. However, one only has values of H stored for (n+ )Lt and (n— 1)
At
so the time derivative must be centered on (n +! )At. This means:
aPi

E' — E

at

At

(A.22)
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and the E-field update equation can be easily derived as before.
For completeness, here are all of the equations, derived similarly:

n+1/2
x;i,j,k

-

-

m+1/2
y;i,j,k

'

-

n.-1/2
x;i,j,k

-

UTh - l/ 2
Ly ;i,j,k

n±1

-

-

(A.23)

AZ

Ax

(A.24)
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As can be seen from the time indices for each of the quantities, FDTD field values
are calculated from previously known field values, with the E and H fields being
calculated in time steps offset from one another by

.

In this way, field calculations

are 'leapfrogged' back and forth, globally calculating E, then globally calculating H
then E again, and so on and so forth.

A.3

Structure of the FDTD mesh

Taking the face from Figure A.1 into 3D for all field updates, observe the structure
of asingle FDTD cube, otherwise known as the Yee cube. The Yee cube is shown
in Figure A.2. This is asingle way to visualize the Yee cube, and lends itself well to
staircasing metals. An alternate view may have the E components in the center of
faces on the sides of the cube, with the H components on the edges. The reason that
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this structure was originally proposed in [1] comes from its divergence-free nature,
when no free charge is placed within the mesh. This divergence-free nature is required
by Maxwell's equations to be fulfilled. Maxwell's diverenge equation for H-field is:

H•dS=O

(A.29)

If one looks at ayee cube with H fields located at the centers of the faces of the cube,
as in Figure A.2, one can easily describe Equation A.29 in terms of stored FDTD
components:
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(A.30)

Upon substitution of the FDTD approximation of the time derivative for each of
these H fields, the equation cancels out to zero, and the required condition that the
divergence of the mesh is zero is held to be true.

A.4

Deriving FDTD from the Integral Forms

This is an alternate method of deriving the FDTD update equations. It is based on
the integral forms of Maxwell's equations given in Equations A.9 and A.1O. Once
again, the H field component update equation will be derived as abasic example,
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with all other derivations being similar in nature. Writing the integral expression:

-ff

(A.31)

aH dA=E•dL
s at
Jc

where the surface S over which the time derivative is integrated is the face of the
cell shown in Figure A.3, and the contour C is given by the edges defining the cell
face. Using the same naming scheme as before, we can expand this equation like so:
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Assuming that the fields change linearly across spatial directions, Equation A.32 can
be immediately rewritten as:

a
Htm
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at
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-

-

(A.33)

Once again, the time derivative is approximated by a finite difference, and this
reduces to the standard FDTD update equation. This formulation is equivalent to
the point form differential derivation, only now we have an elegant picture of FDTD
as aseries of linked E and H contours filling the simulation space.

A.5

The Courant Limit and Stability Criteria

The FDTD update equations are explicitly defined equations. This means that the
new value of E or H provided by the update is derived solely from terms other than
itself. This basically means that there is no feedback mechanism within the update
equations themselves, and an inversion of the system matrix is not required to update
the stored fields. If for example, numerical modes are started within the mesh that
are non-decreasing, then they will eventually grow so large such that the simulation
is swamped with excess numerical noise. This numerical stability problem is related
to the size of the time step along with the size of the mesh upon which the simulation
is being carried out.
It can be shown that there is abound placed on At that allows the base FDTD
algorithm to be stable. This relation is known as the Courant relation, and for a3D
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FDTD simulation, the relation is given by:
1

LtC
C

For the case of acubic mesh
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+ ()2
Az

Az), Equation A.34 becomes:

(A.35)

At
C\/

The factor C is often called the courant number, and it can be modified between
0 and 1to give a variability in the time step of the simulation.

The maximum

value of C is 1.0, although this is never used in practice due to rounding errors. A
value of 0.9999 would, for example, be much more realistic in an FDTD simulation.
Modification of the base FDTD algorithm may require areduction of the Courant
number to maintain numerical stability. Full stability analysis of FDTD algorithms
is anon-trivial problem.

